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Q ' EE9 GEED 1ESE !

2 JUDGE ROSENTHALs Good morning. This Board is
,

3 hearing oral argument this morning on the Applicants'
,

4 appeal from the Licensing Board's June 21, 1982 initial

5 decision and August 24, 1982 memorandum and order in

6 this operating licensing proceeding involving Unit 1 of -

- .
7 the William H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station .

The argument is governed by khe terms of the8

9 Board's order of December 13, 1982. As provided

10 therein, each side shall have a total of 90 minutes for

11 presentation of argument to be divided equally between

12 the parties on that side unless a different allocation

13 has been agreed upon by them.
-

14 Those parties supporting the exceptions to the

15 Decision and Order below, namely, the Applicants and the

16 NRC Staff, will open the argument and may reserve a !
~

17 reasonable portion of their time for rebuttal.- During

18 the course of the argument, the Board will expect each

19 counsel to address specifically the questions which were.
,

20 posed in the December 13 Scheduling Order.
. . . !

!

21 I will now request counsel to identify' f

22 themselves formally for the record, and we will start '

,

|
'

23 with Mr. Wetterhahn.

() 24 MR. WETTERHAHN: Good morning, my name is Mark |
25 Wetterhahn with the firm of Conner E Wetterhahn. I will !

(
l
!

|
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1 presLnt argument on. behalf of the Applicants.

.
- 2 JUDGE ROSENTHAls 'Thank you, Mr. Wetterhahn.

3 Mr. Barth?

O -

- .

,
- 4 MR. BARTHae Mr. Chairman, I am Charles A.

,- - ,
..

5 Barth, I an an attorney with.the Office of the Executive,
,

6 "' Legal Direc, tor .and I wil,l represen t the Staff before us- . . ,,

thismo[ ding.,,.7
f,. ,

. ~.
'

/ 8 JUDGE ROSENTHAL Mr. Barth, have you and Mr.

9 Wetterhah'n agreed on_a-division of the time on your side?'-

~

10 MR. BARTH: We have, Your Honor. We have

,
agreed- to divide the time equally between the two of11

, 12 us. Th a nk you, Your Honor.
,

13 JUDGE ROSENTHALs- Mr. Dennison?

d 14 HR. DENNISON: May it please the Court, Andrew

15 Dennison. I represent the Intervenor Zimmer Area

16 Citizens and Zimmer Area Citizens of Kentucky. Ms.

17 Webb, to my right, and I have agreed upon simply that I

18 will present argument and in whatever time remains, she

19 vill then present the views of the City of Mentor.

20 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: Thank you, Mr. Dennison.
,

21 Ms. Webb?

22 MS. WEBB May it please the Board, My name is

23 Deborah Webb. I represent the Intervenor City of

24 Mentor, and I will present argument on their behalf.

25 JUDGE BOSENTHAL Thank you, Ms. Webb.

i O
I

I

, ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
!
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(]) 1 ORAL ARGUMENT OF HARK J. WETTERHAHN, Esq.

2 ON BEHALF OF APPLICANT

3 CINCINNATI GAS E ELECTRIC COMPANY, et al

4 MB. WETTERHAHM As an initial matter, I will

5 reserve approximately 10 minutes for rebuttal.

6 May it please the Appeal Board, as were a

7 number of cases being reviewed for an operating license,

8 the William H. Zimmor Nuclear Power Station was

9 significnatly affected with regard to the Commission's

10 emergency planning requirements as a result of the Three

11 Hile Island accident.
,

12 From previously minimal requirements, the NRC,

13 with the cooperation of the Federal Emergency Management

14 Agency, undertook a complete re-review of emergency

15 planning for nuclear power plants which, after a fairly

16 significant amount of time, resulted in the promulgation

17 of a completely restructured set of planning standards

18 which are contained in 10 CFR Section 50.47 among other

19 places, and in a new Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 50.

20 Also published jointly by FEMA and the NRC was

21 a document known as NUREG-0654, which provided

22 additional specific criteria for evaluating emergency

23 preparedness around commercial nuclear power plants.

() 24 The overall fundamental concepts of emergency

25 planning, including the concept of a 10-mile EPZ,

O
4

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
,

400 VIRGINTA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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(])- 1 emergency planning zone, resulted from work predating
,

2 the Three Mile Island accident reported in NUREG-0396,

3 which was prepared jointly by the NRC and the

4 Environmental Protection Agency.

5 Even as these criteria were being finalized,

6 the Applicants here, Cincinnati Gas C Electric Company,

7 et al., began working with the state of Ohio, the

8 Commonwealth of Kentucky and the local jurisdictions

9 within the plume EPZ regarding the development of

to necessary emergency plans. I am not going to dwell here

11 on the development of these plans, nor on the procedural

12 aspects of the hearing.

13 I might just say that three weeks of hearing

() 14 were held in early 1982 to consider a number of

15 challenges, a number of contentions regarding the

16 off-site plans which had been developed in accordance

17 with the NRC regulations and guidance.

18 To give some broad, crude indication of the

19 scope of the hearing, the Statement of Contentions ran

20 to some 65 pages. The only issues which are on appeal

21 before this Board are two matters relating to emergency

22 planning. I may characterize both of these as

|
23 challenges by the Applicants to the matter in which the

() 24 A tomic Saf ety & Licensing Board disposed of two aspects

25 of the issues before it in its initial decision and also

()'

ALCERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
'

400 VIRGINIA AVE. S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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] 1 in its order on reconsideration.

2 The first ma tter, while couched in terms of a number of

3 separate exceptions, relates to the question of the

O
4 adequacy of the various jurisdictions * emergency plans

5 as they relate to evacuation of children attendino

6 school in Claremont County, Ohio, and Campbell County,

7 Kentucky, two of the four counties included within the

8 plume EPZ. -

9 The second matter relates to the Board's

10 determination that the Intervenors must have an

11 opportunity to review and comment on what I will term

12 now and in my argument as the " formal FEMA findings," by

13 which I mean those findings issued pursuant to 44 CFR

14 Part 350, relating to its review of state and local

15 plans.

16 To address the first issue, Applicants submit

17 it was error for the Board to have determined that there

18 was some inadequacy in the planning effort related to

19 school evacuation, but not to have articulated the exact

20 basis for its findings either in terms of the factual

21 matters before it or, even more importantly, in relation !

22 to the applicable regulations as contained in Part 50
,

'

23 and Appendix E.
|

O 24 The decision is completely silent as to the

25 standard by which the plans for evacuation of school '

O :
?

!

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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] 1 children were judged in terms of the NBC and FEMA

2 regulatory requirements.

3 JUDGE EILPERIN: Mr. Wetterhahn, let me ask

O
4 you this: I take it you do not quarrel with the

5 NUREG-0654 guidance that was quoted in the Licensing

6 Board 's decision that the plans should make clear what

7 is to be done in an emergency, how is it to be done, and

8 by whoa?

9 MR. WETTERHAHNa Certainly not.

10 JUDGE EILPERIN: You do not? All right.

11 MR. WEITERHAHNs Those are general standards,

12 and I believe that those general statements are

13 implemented in the various subparts cont'ained in the

14 specific criteria contained under the various 16

15 planning standards. So as a general statement I have no

16 disagreement with it, but I believe that any emergency

17 plan should be judged by the specifics contained in

18 NUREG-0654.

19 JUDGE EILPERIN: Why don't you just pretend

20 for a moment that I am a bus driver in Claremont County,

21 Ohio.

22 MR. WETTERHAHNa Yes.

23 JUDGE EILPERIN: Why don't you take me through

24 how you think the emergency plans tell me how people are

25 going to get in touch with me?

| O
1

|
ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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(]) 1 MR. WETTERHAHNa Certainly.

2 JUDGE EILPERIN: What is to be done in the

j 3 emergency, how am I to go about it, and with whom I am

| (-
! 4 supposed to go about it.

5 MR. WETTERHAHNa Let me break your question

/
6 down into two cases, and one subcase; that is, the

7 schoolbuses are routing, if that is okay with you.

8 JUDGE EILPERIN: I'm sorry, I didn't hear the

9 last word.
'

10 MR. WETTERHAHN4 Why school bus is the case in
,

11 the early morning, or the late afternoon while school

12 buses are routing.

13 I would like to begin with a prefatory

14 standard tha t most situations in the spectrum of

15 accidents which are to be considered (a) do not require

16 evacuation, or (b) give sufficient time before any

17 release occurs to allow a leisurely evacuation, if I can

18 use that term. But I am talkin g about the situation

19 which is slightly more urgent, if you will.

20 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: Don't the plans have to be

21 designed to accomodate the situation in which (1)

22 evacuation is required , and (2) there is some degree of

23 urgency?

|() 24 NR. WETTERHAHNs Certainly. .However, one must

25 not forget that the planners and those implementing

.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC, !
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() 1 plans must plan for the entire spectrum. I did not want
!
| 2 to forget that perhaps 90 percen t ' -- I don't want to

3 quantify, if I can use that tern, what percentage would

4 require evacuation or not -- but you cannot concentrate
|

5 solely on the worst of the worst, the most horrible of

6 horribles. I certainly believe that the entire spectrum

7 of accidents should be planned for. There's no question

8 in my mind.
,

9 JUDGE ROSENTHALa Doesn't the plan have to be

10 designed to meet the worst case? And if so, what is the

11 relevance of whether that worst case is 1 percent of the

12 time or 10 percent of.the time?

13 HR. WETTEBHAHNs Using a generalized term,

( 14 " worst case," I will agree with you. I don 't think that

15 the plans, nor NUREG-0396 which forms the basis, has

16 ever defined what the worst case is, but yes, certainly

17 plans have to be available for evacuation of specified

18 segments of the plume EPZ. No question about that.

19 The first case with regard to evacuation of

20 school children would encompass probably the greatest

21 percentage of the time. That is, where there is time,

22 plenty of time to notify the schools and other

23 institutions prior to the public being required to be

() 24 notified. The station would notify the EOCs in order to

25 alert the jurisdictions including the state of Ohio and

O

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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1 the Commonwealth of Kentucky as to the events which are

2 occurring at the Zimmer Station.

.3 Included in the initial message are the

4 Applicants' notification and recommendation as to the

5 required action. The individuals who would make the

6 decision with regard to the protective acticn would be '

t

7 the local and state officials. They are the ones who
:'

8 direct the evacuation and all emergency planning, and

9 they make the dacision whether evacuation is necessary
|

10 and whom to notify and when. These are merely

11 recommendations by the Applicants.

12 To take the first examples The EOC in either

13 Claremont County or Kentucky would contact the various

14 school superintendents. This is by procedure within the

15 EOC. When the superin tendents were notified, they would

16 begin activating their plans and communications needs

17 back to the EOC and two-way communications are

18 minimized.

19 The first thing that would happen if prior

20 notification was not required was that a telephone chain

21 would begin, each of the schools a ff ected, and even in

22 the probability that evacuation would be required

23 perhaps only one or two sectors would be required, i

C 24 evacuation --

25 JUDGE EILPERIN: Isn't that the system you

'

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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/'T 1 conceded would be overloaded?(_/
2 HR. HETTERHAHNs No.

3 JUDGE EILPERIN: No?

V
4 MR. WETTERHAHNs If there is no notification

5 of the public prior to the notification of the schools,
i

6 I see no reason why the telephone system would be

7 overloaded.

8 JUDGE EILPERIN: So if the public doern't find

9 out, it won 't be overloaded ?

10 MR. WETTERHAHN: Yes. And this

11 notification --

12 JUDGE EILPERIN: How does the public find out

13 within 15 minutes? How is the capability of 15-minute

() 14 notification to the public accomplished if there is

15 built-in delay time to notify other segments of the

16 population first?

17 MR. WETTERHAHNs Well, the case I am speaking

i8 about is where there is no requirement to activate the

19 prompt notification system in this EPZ or any segment of

20 it. *

21 JUDGE WILBER: Excuse me. What level are you

22 talking about on your emergency now where you do not

23 have to notify the public? Then you are going to notify

() 24 the schools and call the school buses in?

25 MR. WETTERHAHNa The schools could be notified

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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(} 1 at any level,-probably not for an unusual event. I

2 JUDGE WILBERa Is this in the plan now ? .

3 NR. WETTERHANN: Certainly, it is. Yes.

4 JUDGE WILBERs Could you tell me which plan?

5 Is it the county plan, the school plan, the state plan?

'6 NR. WETTERHAHNs There is no requirement

7 either in NUREG-0654 or othewise tha t any situation,

8 just because you declare an alert or even a site

9 emergency, that the public must be notified. That is up *

10 to the discretion of the emergency planners in the EOC.

11 And of course, there is a recemmendation of the station,

12 depending on the events which caused that emergency -

13 level to be activated.

( 14 JUDGE EILPERIN: Isn't there a requirement

15 that there be a capability of notifying the public

16 within the 10-mile EPZ?
'

17 NR. WETTERHAHNs No question about tha t, and

18 that was an issue litigated at the hearing and the Board

19 found that we met all requirements to have the

20 capability of initiating a prompt notification system,

21 which in this case consists both of sirens and tone;

22 alert radios within the 10-mile EPZ.

23 JUDGE EILPERIN: Well, but the question isa

({) 24 How does that tie into a situation of also being able to

i 25 notify bus drivers and school officials if you, in fact,

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W WASHINGTON, D C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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() 1 have to activate the tone alert?
'

2 MR. WETTERHAHN If you accept the

3 situation -- and I think that the Board has -- that if

4 you have sufficient time to begin this alert process and

'

5 have the various superintendents and their assistants

6 notify the bus drivers and the rchools'by telephone,

7 then the situation would be, as soon as the school is

8 alerted, they would begin activation of their individual j

9 emergency proceduros. '

to These procedures call for two things. First |

11 of all, if the alert is by telephone, if any action [
,

12 whatever is required, the sheltering would begin
;

13 immediately, no ma tter whether e vacuation were required

14 at some later point in time or that was the recommended

15 complete protective action mandated by the emergency.

16 JUDGE ROSENTHALs That is sheltering within
;

17 the school building? !

18 MR. WETTERHAHNs Within the school, yes. )
i

19 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: But now your whole scenario
'

!

20 at this point assumes that the public hasn' t learned of >

|
21 the emergency either by siren, by radio, or in any other

|

22 way, so that you are avoiding the problem of telephone '

'

,

23 lines being overloaded by parents calling the school or

() 24 o th e rwise ?
i

25 MR. WETTERHAHNs That is correct. >

()

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

j 400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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f ])( 1 JUDGE ROSENTHALa Do I understand you

2 correctly?

3 MR. WETTERHAHNa That is correct.

4 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: All right.

5 HR. WETTERHAHNs Actually, the scenario

6 whereby the prompt notifica tion system is activa ted,

7 let's say in the worst caso within 15 minutes after the

8 EOC has been notified by the station that there is

9 probably a general emergency or a site area emergency, ,

10 let me take you through that scenario.
!

''

11 JUDGE EILPERIN4 Let me just ask thisa Do you
,

12 disagree with the Board 's finding that says the record

13 makes it clear that once the public is notified of the

( 14 existence of an emergency, the telephone systems will be

15 overloaded, and simultaneously the volume of calls into '

16 the schools will increase, further complica ting your

17 problem?

18 MR. WETTERHAHNs I do not disagree. That may

19 be for a limited time period, but I am assuming -- and

20 so did the procedures assume -- that the telephones .

21 would not be available because of a problem at the

22 switching station, which is the worst case.i

23 JUDGE ROSENTHALs So that in the instance of

(]) 24 an immediate or almost immediate public notification,

25 the plan necessarily must hinge for its viability of
;

i

I
,

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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/~ 1 there being some substitute mode of notifying the bus I

'

2 drivers ?

3 MR. WETTERHAHNs Notifying both the schools

O
4 and the bus drivers.

5 JUDGE ROSENTH ALs And the bus drivers.

6 MR. WETTERHANNs Tha t is correct.

7 JUDGE ROSENTHALs And that' mode is what?

8 HR. WETTERHAHNs The procedures call for

9 specific actions to be taken once the schools which have

to institutional quality NOAA veather radios -- here, first

11 of all, a tone goes off and they are tuned to the

12 correct frequency I believe automatically. But in any

13 event, they hear the instructions given for the general

14 public, and these instructions would tell the public

15 what to dos (a) evacuation was not required, or (b)

16 evacuation was required for specific areas.

17 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: Now these bus drivers, I

18 assume during their of f hours -- in other words, the

19 hours they are not driving buses -- are spread to the

20 four winds? Probably some of them are engaged in other

21 occupations; others may be out shopping or doing

22 something else?

23 MR. WETTERHAHN4 Yes.

() 24 JUDGE ROSENTHALs Now one of my principal

25 concerns is how, either under a telephone system or in

()'
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() i -the absence of a telephone system, radio communication

2 or 'otherwise, is there any assurance that these bus

i 3 drivers are going to learn of the emergency, let alone~s

(%] r

4 know what to do by way of response? I'm assuming that

5 thess bus drivers are not, five days a week, required to

~

6 stay in their homes by their telephones or have a radio

'

7 imm edia tel y at hand and in nr operative condition.

8 MR. WETTERHAHNs Well, the plan calls'for

9 those bus drivers -- this is in the case they are not

to reached by telephona -- within the pluma EPZ vho hear

11 about the emergency by means of the prompt notification
.

12 system -- that would be sirens or NOAA weather radios --

13 to take specific actions which are set forth in the

14 procedures. Tha t is, report to a pa rticula r destina tion

15 for dispatching as they become available by the

16 superintendent or his designated authority to the

17 schools at risk.

18 JUDGE WILBER: What plan has this in it?

19 MR. WETTERHAHNs This is the concept embodied

20 in the plan and it will be implemented, and work has

21 been coing on to implement this in the procedures.

22 These are procedures. The details of where they report

23 to, wha t the pa rticula r phone numbers are, which office

() 24 does exactly what, are in the procedures. The concepts,

25 however, are fully set forth in the emergency plan.

O
V
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(} 1 JUDGE WILBERs The concept that the bus

2 drivers will react in a pre-arranged manner? That's set

3 forth in the plan at this time?

O
4 MR. WETTERHAHN Yes, I believe so, and as

5 addressed'--

6 JUDGE WILBER: In the county plan or the state
,

7 plan? I au curious where that might be found. '

8 MR. WETTERHAHN4 I believe it's in the county i

,

9 plan, but in this case I would say as supplemented by

10 the record of this proceeding. And the Appeal Board, of <

11 course, is deciding this matter on the record and the

12 three weeks of hearing had auch evidence as to how these |

!
13 plans, these general plans, were to be implemented. The i

( 14 concepts are contained in the plan. There is further

15 detail as far as how they would be implemen ted, but the

16 details are to be and are being placed in procedures. :

17 JUDGE EILPERIN: So right now, if I'm a !

18 part-time bus driver say in Campbell County, Kentucky, t

!

19 and I'm a farmer part of the day, so far all I know is
. I
' :20 if there's an emergency, I hear a tone alert or I hear a

|
r

21 siren go off, at some point in time there will be I

22 procedures which will tell me what I'm supposed to do?

23 MR. WETTERHAHN: I can't give you an |
i

({) 24 up-to-date account of whether there has been training of
f

25 school bus drivers, but that is contemplated in the plan I

()
:
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I'i 1 and the procedures..v
2 JUDGE EILPERIN: Well, isn't it your burden to

3 tell us that ?

4 MR. WETTERHAHNa Well, certainly before the

5 plan becomes effective and certainly before 100 percent

6 power or above 5 percent power is reached, that training

7 would be given, but the plan tells, as you mentioned

8 before, what is to be done and the detailed training is
2

9 outlined in the plan.
.

10 JUDGE ROSENTHAL In there reasonable

11 ass urance that those bus drivers are going to either

12 hear a siren or otherwise learn of the emergency,

13 necessitating their pursuit of these as-yet unforaulated

( 14 instructions?

15 MR. WETTERHAHN I believe the instructions

16 are foraulated and have been after the hearing. They

17 are, as implementing procedures, are not in the record

18 of this proceeding. I can represent to you that there

19 has been training of school personnel to procedores

20 which we believe follow the intent or the emergency

21 plans, but that is not in the record.
|

22 JUDGE BOSENTHAL: But I am getting back again
1

23 to the reasonable assurance tha t they are going to learn

j () 24 of the emergency.

25 MR. WETTERHAHNa Yes.
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|

({} 1 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: Nov are they all within, of

2 necessity, siren ear shot? And is that a requirement of

3 the job, tha t during the day they remain at locations<~s
b

4 where they will be able to hear the sirens if they go

5 off?

6 MR. WETTERHAHN: No, there is no such

7 requirement.

8 JUDGE ROSENTHAL:, How do we know they are '

9 going to hear it?
,

10 MR. WETTERHAHN Because of the number of bus

11 drivers employed, as detailed in the record, and the

12 number and location of schools and the communications
i
'

13 with the s=hools. And this goes along with the argument
O
(/ 14 in our brief, and I would like to answer the Appeal

15 Board's questions specifically, that there has to be an

16 emergency plan and a set of alternate protective

17 criteria; and the scheme would work as bus drivers hear

18 of it and as they report, they would be assigned to the
,

19 schools which need such bus drivers first.

20 This plan is simple. The bus drivers, upon *

21 hearing the siren, do one thing and one thing in every I

22 sit ua tio n . And that iss Report to a specific
|

23 des tina tion . They don't have to make decisions. They
,

() 24 don 't have to look at any criteria. They do one thing. I
'

25 As they report, they will be dispatched. Considering I

() :

I
!
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|

|

() I the number of bus drivers, the number of buses, the

2 location of the schools, I do believe that there is

3 reasonable assurance that a successful evacuation couldgg
t |

4 take place.

5 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: What is the assurance that j

6 these bus drivers are going to comply with their

7 instruction to report?

8 3R. WETTEPHAHN I don 't think that issue is

9 before the Appeal Board.

10 JUDGE ROSENTHALs Was it considered below?

11 HR. WETTERHAHNs It certainly was, and the

12 Licensing Board made that a condition for Staff

13 follow-up. No party appealed and I'm taking it that

14 tha t is a --

15 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: Well, we do have, as you

16 will recall, sua sponte review authority, as much as

17 some applicants would like to see it eliminated.

18 (Laughter.)

19 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: I am just sort of curious as

20 to what the record establishes on that. These are bus

21 drivers, they are not firemen, policemen or others who

22 assume, as a part of the discharge of their daily

23 responsibilities, certain dangers.

() 24 The bus drivers in this county who have 1

25 transported my children to and from school for many

O .

-
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}} years are housewives in large parts others are part-time1

2 employees of one kind or another. They might well-

3 regard themselves as not assuming risks of this kind,,

()'

4 particularly the unknown risks that are associated with

5 radiation.

6 Now I do not want to take too much of your

7 time on this, but I would like to know whether the

8 record goes into the question of the likelihood that. bus

9 drivers, as opposed to again firemen, policemen or other
*

10 people who can be regarded as having assumed risks as

11 part of their occupation, are going to respond.

12 MR. WETTERHAHNa I think I can answer that
,

13 that based upon what I consider the best evidence --,

() 14 tha t is, the testimony of emergency planners both f rom

15 the Commonwealth of Kentucky and the state of

18 Ohio --based upon their rather extensive experience with

17 volunteers and with people assigned tasks under

18 emergency plans, those people follow those instructions

19 and follow their responsibilities.

20 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: In radiation emergencies

21 they've had experience? Or are you talking about other

22 kinds of emergencies?

23 MR. WETTERHAHNa As a matter of f act, I

({} 24 believe the record indicates -- I couldn't say whether

25 it was one of the planners f rom Kentucky or Ohio; I
|
!

O
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(]) 1 believe it was Kentucky -- did speak about a radiation

2 spill of some type, and that ordinary citizen volunteers ;

3 did respond. Now the second --
O

4 JUDGE EILPERINs If I recall what the
'

5 Licensing Board's Opinion said, it said tha t the
r

6 planners thought that the volurteers would respond, and

"
7 the volunteers themselves thought they would not

8 respond. Is that an accurate representation?

9 MR. WETTERHAHN4 I think that the emergency

10 planners were in a much better position to make general

11 statements as compared to a handful of volunteers who

12 said they may or may not show up.j

13 I would like to add that, as I said, training

() 14 is pa rt of this. I might say that your point would be a
!

15 good one about the unknowns of radiation, but there is

16 part of their training session, as mandated by-the plan
,

17 and as updated annually or at some periodic time, which
.

18 would include what they had to do, what the problems
,

1

19 are, and also the f act tha t the manner of resolution of f
i

20 this issue by the Licensing Board leaving it to the f

21 Staff with various surveys, et cetera, does provide the (
22 reasonable assurance of an effective emergency plan i

23 required by the regulation.

() 24 JUDGE EILPERIN: Let me go back to one point
,

t

25 that was mentioned earlier that I missed. In terms ofi ,

l i

|

!
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{} 1 notice to bus drivers, what.does the record show in

2 terms of the number of bus drivers who reside within the

3 EPZ and who might, therefore, be assumed to hear some

.O
4 sort of siren alert? ;

5 MR. WETTERHAHNa I can't recall exact numbers,

6 but I do believe that there was a substantial portion of

7 the bus drivers that did reside within the plume EPZ.

8 And also, that there were not that many that had a

9 second occupation.

10 JUDGE EILPERIN: Do you recall whose testimony ,

11 might have set forth those facts?

12 MR. WETTERHAHNa I believe it was the various

13 school officials, perhaps bus dispatchers who testified

() 14 during the hea ring. 'I don't want to preclude the fact

15 that just because someone lives 10.5 or 12 miles away,

16 that he would not hear about the incident.

17 Besides these NOAA weather radios, the
,

!
'

18 Emergency Broadcast System would be broadcasting news of

19 such an emergency to all those in the Cincinnati area, '

20 and I believe that they would be likely to obtain
i

21 information. And as they obtained information, as soon [
t

22 as they obtained information that an emergency of a

i
23 certain class was occurring, that they would take the

"

() 24 specific simple action of reporting as required. In the

.
25 meantime, while this was going on, the protective action

|

.
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(]} 1 of sheltering would take place and the schools would be
..

2 readying themselves for evacuation.

3 JUDGE EILPERINa If these actions are so
O ,

4 simple, why is it that these SOPS do not exist? It

5 sounds as if it would take approximately 10 minutes to

6 draft up one of these thinos. Why hasn't that been done

7 if it's all such a piece of cake?

8 MR. WETTERHAHNa It has been done. I do not

9 believe, though, that the NRC and hearings should

to consider the details of the implementation. They should

11 consider that the plans are capable of being

12 implemented, rather than the details.

13 JUDGE EILPERINa Why sho uld n ' t we consider

() 14 whether something will, in fact, work?

15 HR. WETTERHAHNs 1 believe that you should,

16 but I don't believe you need the procedures. I would

17 state, however, for your inf orma tion tha t procedures

18 which were developed in accordance with the concepts of

19 emergency planning were submitted as a ttached to the

20 Applicant's motion for reconsideration, and if one --

21 not playing for the truth of the facte asserted

22 within -- if one were to turn to the page marked

23 "Schoolbus Driver Procedures," it's simply a page, as

() 24 Judge Eilperin has stated.

25 It's simple, it's a page, page and a half,

|

|

l
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! {} 1 long, and it states what has to be done in case of an

2 emergency. But I do not believe that had to be at the

3 hearing in order for the NRC to make its findings.
7_

1 %)I 4 Let me get to the Board's specific question.

S I'll skip the first one. Must there be reasonable

6 assurance that, as implemented, the plan will enable

7 evacuation of the population in the plume EPZ or certain

8 sectors with a specified degree of completeness, in a

9 specified time period?

10 My answer to that question is no. My research

11 has indicated that the Commission never intended to set

12 an absolute time limit with regard to evacuation of any

13 sector or even the entire plume EPZ.

() 14 JUDGE EILPERIN: Are you saying, then, that

15 there can be reasonable assurance of safety despite the

16 fact that there is no outer limit whatsoever on

17 implementation of an emergency plan? That's what it

18 sounds like your position is.

19 MR. WETTERHAHN It certainly is.

20 JUDGE EILPERIN: That is your position?

21 MR. WETTERHAHN: Yes. The reason -- and it

22 has basis in the record -- fine, let's presume the time

23 to evacuate a sector is three hours in clear weather.

(]) 24 JUDGE EILPERIN: Well, let's assume a much

25 worse case. Let's assume that there's a lot of snow
i
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1 around.
_

2 MR. WETTERHAHN That's right, and that was

3 considered. The Commission 's entire planning criteria

V
4 as contained in NUREG-0396 is that of " dose savings."

5 You take the protective action which results in the

6 greatest dose savings. There's no absolute limit. I'm

7 sure extraordinary measures would-be taken to clear that

8 snow away, but I can't say that if it's 24 hours or even

9 48 hours, that that violates any Commission criteria

10 regarding acceptability of an emerg'ency plan.

11 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: What do we measure the plan

12 against in those circumstances?

13 MR. WETTERHAHNa The purpose, whether the

14 protective actions are stated in the plan; that is,

15 whether the decision maker, considering all factors,

16 knows which protective action to recommend in case it is

17 sno wing and he believes from all the information

18 available to him that evacuation for certain individuals

19 cannot take place for, let's say, 24 hours.

20 JUDGE ROSENTHALa So that if we look at a plan

21 and determine that ev,acuation of a particular sector of

22 the EPZ could not take place in under a week, that would

23 not necessarily require the conclusion that the plan was

24 unacceptable? Do I understand you to take that position?

.
25 MR. WETTERHAHNs There is some reasonable

|

O I
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(~)T
1 outer limit as f ar as an institutional outer limit. If

%
2 there's some reason -- I can't think of one; perhaps if |

3 there's an institution a half mile away that just cannot
/~'T 1

~'
4 be evacuated -- then that might be a bar to the

5 implementation of an emergency plans but there are no

8. specified absolute limits. It might be three hours. On

7 a clear day,it might be three times.that. When it

8 snows, it might be even more. But I cannot say, and I

9 don 't believe the Commission's regulations say, that

10 tha t particula r situation would make the plan

11 unacceptable.

12 JUDGE EILPERIN: So when the regulations in

13 50.47(a)(1) talk about no operating license will be

() 14 issued unless the NRC finds that preparedness provides

15 reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures

to can and will be taken in the event of an emergency --

17 MR. WETTERHAHNa If evacuation cannot take

18 place, sheltering is an adequate protective action, and

19 the regulations I believe are clear. I spoke about --

20 my brief speaks in more detail about how the decision

21 was made, but I believe tha t yes, if evacua tion f or some

22 reason was not possible for a period of time, the dose

23 savings, the greatest dose savings would result by

(} 24 sheltering. It 's be tter to keep people in houses than

25 to put them on roads on which they mioht have accidents.

O
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(~ 1 JUDGE EILPERIN: So basically, your position

2 is the regulations say do the best you can without any

3 sort of absolute requiremen t one way or the other in

4 terms of what kinds of actions should be-taken?

5 ER. WETTEPHAHNs Yes. I think the Commission,

6 in summary with regard to this point and I guess almost

7 with a couple of minutes on my presentation, the

8 Commission has not set either a time limit for
)

9 evacuation or, more importantly, any absolute dose

10 limits with regard to what is -- I will put it in

11 quotes - "is acceptable" as a result of an accident.

12 There are no " acceptable doses," but still there are no.

13 dose limits.

14 I believe reasonable assurance can be brought

15 about by decisionmaking with regard to alternate

16 protective criteria.

17 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: Then it seems to me what you

ia are saying is that all that is ever required is that a

'19 " good shot" be taken at providing a means for

20 evacuation, and if it is just not possible to come up
,

21 with an emergency plan that will provide for evacuation

22 within a certain period of time, then it's a "no, never
!

23 mind" because you resort to other measures such as

() 24 sheltering. Do I understand tha t to be your position?

25 Because if not, I would appreciate your telling me where
|

| () !
|
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/~1 1 I have misunderstood it.V
2 MR. WETTERHAHNa This plan takes more than a

3 best shot at saying let's evacuating people. There are
O

4 specific procedures for evacuation of people as f ar as

5 roads and as f ar as follow-up of those without public

6 transportation, which gives assurance that in situations

7 where evacuation is mandated, it can be carried out.

8 There is no question about that. .

9 But for the extreme case, -- I am not going to

10 tell you tha t for this or any other plant there are not

11 situations where you cannot evacuate, and in those

12 situations, the protective action would be that of

13 sheltering or --
A
(/ 14 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: No, I understand that. If

15 you had a six-foot snow or something, you're not coing

16 to be able to evacuate people.

17 MR. WETTERHAHNa That's correct.
,

18 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: But what troubles me is,

19 again, against what kind of standard, against what

20 criteria are we supposed to be measuring the question of

21 the adequacy of the plan?
|
'

22 MR. WETTERHAHNs I think you judge the

23 adequacy of the evacua tion time estima tes as input to

()'

24 the decisionmaking. We have evacuation time estimates,

| 25 in this case, on the order of three hours and in some

O
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- 1 more adverse situations five hours, or whatever'the
~

2 record reveals. These are important not for their

3 absolute limits but for their input into the decision

O.
4 making process. And.I believe that the Licensing Board, t

5 as it did here, must look into the reasonableness of
4

6 these numbers not for their own sake but for the sake of

7 giving input to the planners.

8 In the case of a six-foot snow, those

9 implementing the plan probably do what emergency
,

10 planners do bestA they implement. But that does not

11 mean that the plan is defective just because there is a

12 situation which may arise which prevents evacuation in

13 some circumstances, or even retards it. As long as that

14' is taken into account in the decision making, I believe
15 that the plan can be judged adequate. i

16 I think I'd like to reserve a few minutes for ;

17 rebuttal, and I think I have about five minutes lef t.
i

18 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: No, you have about 10

19 min utes lef t. ;

20 MR. WETTERHA HNs Okay, you leave me with a +

21 decision, then.

22

23 f

I

O 24
.

25
f

O
!
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| {} 1 Let me 'u-.t hit the point that was raised

2 extensively at the ..earinga Wha t happens if we are in a

| 3 dismissal situation, the bus drivers 'are routing, they
() |

4 may be dis:harging children or they might be picking

5 them up in the morning. Well, that situation is simple

6 too. In this case, the drivers would be in the plume

7 EPZ and would be likely to hear the sirer. If they did,

8 in the morning they would continue to pick up the

9 children and bring them to the school for which they are
'

.

10 assigned.

11 I don't see any mystery. . A lot was made of .

12 this at the hearing, but I don't see any mystery tu it.

13 If the driver did not hear the siren, they would do the
,

() 14 same thing, and that information would be given to him
!

15 when he arrived at school. If it is.in the afternoon --

16 JUDGE EILPERIN: Is he going to wait by the

17 side of the road for the various children to show up? I

18 would expect he would have a rather quick trip to the

19 schools because I would think that maybe people would
!

20 not be bringing their kids out in the middle of the road

21 exposed to the plume in order for the bus driver to pick

22 them up.

23 MR. WETTERHAHNa Again we are at the worst

() 24 situation where the accident is occurring and the plume

25 is in that sector.

O
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|
1 JUDG EILPERIN: Would tha t seriously be the-

)
2 advice you expect of the Applicant? That in the middle

3 of a release during the start of the school day people, ;

l (
4 instead of taking ' protection action of sheltering, go

|

5 out and catch their bus to school?

6 HR. WETTERHAHNa I as talking about those

7 children who are not picked up from the side of the road

8 by their, guardians. Of course, there are children whose

9 parents work, an'd $or that situation it is much more

10 preferable, to be brought to the school than for the bus
11 not to come a'nd for them to have to wait for the
12 volunteers making their rounds to pick up those without

13 transportation. Certainly, . yes, we are talking about a

() 14 very limited period of time. But in that case, yes, I

15 believe the best advice is to wait that few minutes and

16 to be taken to the school.

17 Now in the afternoon what would occur would be

18 tha t if the individual, the bus driver, were discharging

19 children and heard the siren, they would stop

20 discharging and return to the school. Now, those

21 children that had been discharged --

22 JUDGE EILPERIN s Are there procedures spelled

23 out which explain to the bus diriver that he is supposed

(]) 24 to rout people out of the houses so that the emergency

25 planners know who is at a central location, who is left
.

.
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1 in specific houses?[}.
2 MR. WETTERHAHNs The plans are very simple.;

l

3 They that if the bus driver hears the siren -- and it's

O
| 4 not a test, of course -- that he is to take specific

5 action. In the morning he completes his route and picks

6 up the children. In the afternoon he discontinues his

7 route and returns to the school. He has no decisions to

8 make. I. don 't think you want bus drivers making

9 emergency planning --

f

10 JUDGE WILBERa The plans are saying this? Are

11 you talking about the County plans?
,

,

12 MR. WETTERHAHNa These are specific school

13 ' operating procedures. I think I answered Judge

() 14 Ellperin 's question by saying it is about a page and a

15 half.

16 JUDGE WILBER: Were they written at the time.

17 of the --.

18 MR. WETTERHAHN No, not in their final form.

19 They are still in final draf t form. I will not

20 represent that they have been approved. I think that

21 the Licensing Board 's decision with regard to what the
1

22 NRC requirements are really caused a hiatus and

23 confusion as to what are the requirements. And that is

(]) 24 in summary the Applicant's problem here. It wants to

25 know the standards by which it is judged, the standards

|
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1 by which the Licensing Board found the Applicant's
k'_'[

2 plannlag inadequate without what we believe to be --

3 without specific findings of fact or conclusions of law

4 stating in wha t manner the Applicant 's plans are

5 inadequate and wha t it must do, to the extent the Board

6 considers necessary, to rectify them.

7 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: You have five minutes.

8 MR. WETTERHAHNa I will reserve the remainder

9 for rebuttal.
*

10 JUDGE ROSENTHALa Thank you, Mr. Wetterhahn.

11 Mr. Barth.

12 OR AL ARGUMENT OF CH ARLES A. BARTH, ESO.,
i

13 ON BEHALF OF THE NRC STAFF

() 14 MR. BARTHz Mr. Chairman --
t

| 15 JUDGE ROSENTHALs Mr. Barth, before you
1

'

16 pro ceed with your argument, recently the Board learned

17 of a memorandum that was sent on November 9, 1982, to

18 Nr. Grimes, the director of the Division of Emergency
1

19 Prepardness, from a Richard W. Crimm, Assistant

20 Associate Director of the Office of Natural and

21 Technological Hazards at FEMA. A copy of that

22 memorandum was sent to you and Mr. Treby. [

23 The memorandum was entitled " Status Report on

() 24 the Zimmer Nuclear Power Station Off-Site Emergency

25 Preparedness Issues." And it says, in part, "At this

(2) !

:
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1 time the SOPS have been received f rom Stone and Webster
{}

2 Engineering and have been initially reviewed by both'

3 FEMA regions. Several. deficiencies have been identified

O 4 in the SOPS by both regional offices which will

5 necessitate revisions by the states, counties, and Stone

, 6 and Webster Engineering."

7 My question to you, sir, iss Why was not this

8 memorandum furnished to this Board under the normal

9 Board notification procedures? We get literally

10 thousands of documents per year under those procedures,

11 99 percent of which have not the slightest possible

12 relevance to any matter that is before us.

13 Now here is a memorandum from FEMA directed

() 14 specifically to the Zimmer case, the Zimmer reactor, and

15 within it the statement that I just read. Do you have

16 some explanation for why this Board was not provided

17 with this memorandum?

18 MR. BARTHs The fact, Your Honor, that the

19 memorandum was not provided was because in our judgment

20 it did not adversely impinge *upon the procedure before
'

21 you.

22 JUDGE ROSENTHALs Is that th e test, whether in

23 your judgment it adversely impinges? Isn't the the test

() 24 whether it might have some possible relevance? And is |

25 not it up to us to make the judgment as to whether it

O
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(]) 1 adversely impinges or not?

2 MR. BARTHs Sir, it is not new information.

3 The standard operating procedures have not been approved
O

4 f or the schools by any means.

5 JUDGE EILPERIN: But here Mr. Wetterhahn tells

6 us it is all a piece of cake and can be done in the

7 twinkling of an eye, and lo and behold here is FEMA

8 saying that the ones that it has seen so far are

9 deficient and have to be revised.

10 MB. BARTH: Part of the deficiency, Your

11 Honor, was that the standard operating procedure
.

12 ref erred to the Department of Agriculture as USD of A,

13 and FEM A felt it should be USDA. This just was not

( 14 something --

15 JUDGE EILPERINa That is the only deficiency

16 if we get into this, that there is a preposition lef t

17 out somewhere?

18 HR. BARTHs I do not have the memorandum in

19 front of me, Your Honor. I am well aware that this did

120 nothing more than say that the standard operating '

21 procedures are not efficacious and they were not i

! !
22 efficacious at the time the hearing closed. And that is

i

!23 what we are to address, is the state of the record at
,

() 24 the time the hearing closed. I hope in the long run the

!
25 standard operating procedures will be approved.

O

!
'
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(} 1 And, Mr. Rosenthal, if in your judgment this,

| 2 should have been furnished, we certaini,y do apologize
3 and will take more care in the ,"uture to make certain

O
4 that these things do not happen.

5 JUDGE ROSENTHAls Well, I just find it

6 somewhat surprising that we are suppplied under this

7 procedure with so much material that has, at least

8 insofar as we can determine, utterly no relevance to any

9 matter that is before us and that the Staff in the

to Zimmer case chose to be that selective. I will drop the

11 point at that.

12 JUDGE EIlPERINa I will read one more

13 sentence, and this is from a November 3rd attachment

} 14 from the Chairman of the Regional Assistance Committee

15 of Ohio. It looks like an internal FEM A document. It

16 says, "This review has concluded that the SOPS are not

17 acceptable and will require considerable modification

18 before they could be considered adequate."

19 And towards the bottom of the memo it says,

20 "However, since there are so many significant problems,

21 it is difficult to establish a realistic da te for which

22 full acceptability of the planning effort can be

23 realized . " That just seems to me to be somewhat more [

(]) 24 than the word "of" has been omitted somewhere.
'

25 MR. BARTH There is no question that more is

(

I
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{} 1 involved, Your Honor. The admonition is well taken. I

2 would like to reserve something like 10 minutes of my

3 time for rebuttal.

O
4 JUDGE ROSENTHAL I would like copies of this

5 memorandum supplied to counsel for the other parties to

6 this proceeding, assuming they do not already have it.

7 MR. BARTHs We shall do so, Mr. Rosenthal.

8 Mr. Chairman, members of the Board, in your

9 order establishing this hea ring you asked several

10 questions to be addressed. We propose to address those

11 first. The regulatory criteria which govern the

12 sufficiency of an emergency plan are set'forth in 10 CFR,

13 50.33, 50.47, and particularly the 16 planning standards

() 14 of 50.47(d), and of course Appendix E to Part 50.

15 In answering your next question, I would like

16 to parse the question and take it a step at a time.

17 First, there is no question th a t , as implemented, there

18 must be reasonable assurance that the emergency plans

19 Will be able to evacuate the population in the plume EPZ

20 for certain sectors. The a nswer to that question is --

21 JUDGE EI1PERIN: So you differ from the
|

22 Applicant on that, then? You say there is no question i
,

23 tha t the emergency plans, as implemented, will have to
t

() 24 be able to evacuate at least sectors of the plume EPZ?

25 HR. BARTHz That is correct. I am not certain !
,

CE) !
.

|
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*
,

(-) I that varies from the Applicant. The Applicant was I

\/ |
'

2 careful on the time span for that, which is your third

3 question, which I will.come to in a moment, Your Honor.

O 4 The granting of a license must have some sort

5 of finding supportable by the record tha t the plan can

6 be implemented.

7 Yours second question Are there any requisite

8 specific degrees of completeness either of evacuation or

9 of time periods within which to accomplish this? The

10 answer to that question basically is that the

11 regulations do not require this or provide for it.

12 In preparing to respond to your question, we

13 have researched the regulations themselves, the

() '

14 underlying collateral documents 0694 and 0654, 0396. We

15 have also read the public comments and the workshops

16 held by the Commission and have read the minutes of the

17 four Commission meetings on emergency planning. There

18 is not the faintest hint that in terms of percentage of

19 completeness of evacuation this was ever contemplated,

20 and there is certainly no hint that any kind of time
I

21 frame to accomplish evacuation was called for.
|

|

'

22 However, the answer does not lie just with

23 this kind of a naked answer to your question. There is

/} 24 more to it. Evacuation is a possible alternative in the

25 event of an emergency, and the emergency plans |
,

l
i

O
,

g

,
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|

;

p ( }- 1 themselves have within them an evacuation time study
|

L 2 which was prepared by Stone and Webster. This is in the i

!
3 four county plans and the two state plans. |O
4

|
Those evacuation tire studies were extensively

i
'

5 litigated below. They were defended by Larry Weiss of |
|

6 Stone and Webster for the Applicants, and by Thomas [
i i

7 Urbanik of the Texas Transportation Institute for the
|!

8 Staff. I

i

$9 Those evacuation time estimates stand almost :
,

10 unchallenged. They are a tool by which the people in
|

11 the emergency operations center make a decision as to

12 whether to evacuate or 'to order in-house sheltering. ;

i
4

13 The finding of reasonable assurance is one !

() 14 made by the NRC and, of course, the Staff and FEHA. And
i

15 that will depend upon the accuracy and assessment of
|
!

16 these evacuation times and whether or not there is the |
517 ability, given the times, to accomplish this.

|$
18 We feel that the record does support this.

19 There is no question about that in our mind.
!

20 JUDGE EILPERIN: What standard was used to |
!

21 determine whether or not the record supported some f

22 finding of adequacy? !
i

23 HR. BARTHs The evacuation time studies, Your !
!

() 24 Honor, stand virtually unchallenged. You have asked
;.

25 several questions as to what standards. That is a very !
?

;
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.

{} 1 good question. 50.47(d) provides 16 planning

2 standards. They a re in extremely general terms. To

3 find reasonable assurance, I think you lay this plan,,

k_)
4 against those 16 standards and find does it comport,

5 does it conform? I think the answer is yes.

6 There are more than the 16 standards. In

7 Appendix E, Section 4(d)(2) there are two 15-minute

8 periods. The power company must prove they can notify

9 the local officials in 15 minutes of the onset of an

10 emergency at the site, and the public official would

11 have to prove that he can -- the power company has to i

12 prove that the public officials can notify the public

( 13 within 15 minutes. This the record fully supports

() 14 below. These two 15-minute periods were discussed '

15 extensively in the Commission hearings and the times

16 were deliberately set.

17 I would like to point out that because,

18 notification of bus drivers, according to Mr.
;

l

! 19 Wetterhahn, will depend in part upon the public
'

20 notification system, that John Hert for FEMA's Atlanta
i

21 regional office testified that before FEMA vill approve '

|
22 these plans, they will test the siren everywhere. '

1 \
| 23 In addition to that, there will be another (

(]) 24 exercise, Your Honor, to test the various aspects of the

25 plan to see that they do work. Not only do we have a
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(} 1 piece of paper that you are supposed to lay against the

2 16 planning standards, but somehow you have to find some

3 kind of practical reality in this world that these plans

O
4 vill work.

5 JUDGE ROSENTHALs Supposing the reality was

6 tha t you could not get these bus drivers or a sufficient

7 number of the bus drivers to the schools with their

8 buses in under three hours in the best of ,

9 circumstances. Would that necessarily require a finding

10 that the plan was inadequate or not capable of

11 impleme nta tion ? Or would the plan still be approvable?

12 NR. BARTH: The plan would be approvable, Mr.

13 Rosenthal. I would like to diverge for a moment. The

() 14 basic document involved in this whole emergency planning

15 is 0396, which sets forth the bases. There a wide

16 spectrum of accidents was considered. Historical

17 accidents were considered. Times under WASH-1400,

18 Appendix 4 were considered for the scenarios of the

19 release of radiation. And three things came out of
.

20 this: the definition of a plume exposure pathway, which

21 is 10 miles; the 50-mile ingestion pathway; and also out

22 of this came a concept that no single type of accident

23 is to be planned for, but instead a broad spectrum of

(} 24 accidents is to be planned for.

25 The planning is basically for one purpose

O
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1 only4 to reduce the possible' dose to the population.(}
l 2 Taking your example, Mr. Rosenthal, if the alternative

3 of evacuation would take 6 hours and would result in
| C:)
| 4 more dose to the population to evacuate than the

5 in-house shelter, then the choice is in-house sheltering

6 and the plan is viable. The plan might not be viable if

7 we were to find based upon the record evidentiary-wise

8 that these evacuation times are completely unrealistic,

9 so that the decision maker does not have valid

10 information to aake a decision, that is a matter which
.

11 is not before us and is another matter.

212 JUDGE EILPERIN: What is your guideline about

13 what is realistic or not realistic? In other words, how

() 14 do you define whether something will work? What does

15 "to work" mean in terms of time limits?.

16 ER. BARTH: We have expert testimony, Your

17 Honor, below that the evacuation time study was valid.

18 There were no problems with it. It was extensively

19 litigated. That is the vasis upon which the people in

20 the emergency operations centers premised their time to

21 take an affirmative action to mitiga te dose .

22 The record shows evidentiary-wise there is no

23 great difficulty with that. You have to go beyond
'

(} 24 that. I think you are quite correct. Are there the

25 physical means to accomplish this? Throughout the

O
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(} 1 record there is a clear showing that in Kentucky there

i 2 are sufficient buses. The only other question was, in
1

3 the initial decision the bus loading for the New

4 Richland School District, there the New Richland School

5 District has 20 buses. '

6 The record below shows that 17 buses have been
!

7 offered by West Claremont and Claremont Northwest, which

8 is sufficient to evacuate the children. You have the

9 physical and human resources available and you have a
i.

10 predetermined time structure within which to make a

11 rational decision to accomplish this. That is where the

12 reasonable assurance comes, Your Honor.
1

13 JUDGE BOSENTHALs Let me ask you the same

() 14 question that I asked Mr. Wetterhahn. What do you

15 regard as the record foundation for the assurance that

16 the school bus drivers are going to respond?

17 Let me just say that I don 't ask that entirely ;

18 as an academic question. In the Three Mile Island 2 !

19 Operating License proceeding there were state officials

20 who testified before the Licensing Board to the effect
i

21 that an emergency is an emergency, that the Commonwealth

22 of Pennsylvania had dealt satisfactorily with a wide

23 variety of emergencies such as the Hurricane Agnes

() '

24 emergency of 1972, and there was no reason why they
,

25 couldn' t deal on the same basis with a radiological

I

()
|
'
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|

|

I 1 emergency.{}
2 We have affirmed on the strength of that

3 testimony a finding by the Licensing Board that thep,
d 4 sta te 's eme rgency response was adequate.

5 Subsequent to the Three Mile 2 accident

6 another state official testified before a congressional

7 committee to the effect that radiological emergencies

8 were a breed apart from all other kinds of
,

9 e me rgencies -- floods, et cetera -- and tha t one could

10 draw no inference from the fact that Pennsylvania had

11 responded sa tisfactorily to the Agnes situation and the

12 Johnstown flood and goodness knows what else, that they

13 would be able to respond sa tisf actorily to a

() 14 radiological emergency.

15 Now that was something that I am not going to

16 soon forget. And it is what really prompts my question

17 as to what is the record foundation for a finding or an

18 assumption that these bus drivers are going to respond,

19 go in to the eye of the radiological hurricane, if I may

20 describe it that way, when called upon to do so?

21 MR. BARTH: I think that's a fair question,

22 Mr. Rosenthal. Here I have to go back to M r. Eilperin's

23 o ther question. I do differ with the Applicant on

({} 24 this. In preparation for this argument I have reread

25 this transcript several times and I may have miwced it,

O
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1 but my reading of the transcript shows that it is

2 totally silent on the schoolbus drivers as to whether or

3 not they will show up -- schoolbus drivers.

4 However, the matter is not silent totally.

5 Testimony was given by one woman who works for a fire

6 department that she may not show up in the event of an

7 emergency. She has always shown up before. She has

8 never failed to do her duty. She knows of no one who

9 h.as ever failed to do her duty, but she may not. That

10 is the sole testimony on volunteers negatively.

11 The positive testimony is that Curtis Griffin,

12 who is the Director of Nuclear Preparedness for the

13 Sta te of Ohio, General Bunton, who is the Director for

() 14 Kentucky, Kenneth Conover, who is the Director of the

15 county involved, Claremont County, all testified that in

16 any emergency volunteer workers are a problem: tha t

17 there are too many of them. They have never had too

18 few. They have more volunteers than they know what to
.

19 do with.

20 This was also confirmed, in regard to your

21 specifics about a radiological emergency, by Larry Weiss
|

22 of Stone and Webster who read extensively into the

23 testimony a study made by the Ohio State University on
1

(} 24 emergencies, and in that they covered radiological
,

25 emergencies. Their conclusion was that in a

O
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)
radiological emergency there would be no difference in1

2 performance by volunteers than otherwise. Now that is

3 the state of the record, Your Honor, as it now exists.

()'

4 JUDGE ROSENTHALs What kind of radiological

5 emergencies were they talking about in terms of prior

6 experience?

7 MR. BARTHs The prior experience by the Ohio

8 State study were certainly not of the magnitude that you

9 and I are talking about here. There is no question

10 about that. They were talking about a spill of

11 radiation in the manufacturing place, a lost capsule, a

12 truck that is damaged with radiation in it and how

13 people will respond to tha t .

() 14 JUDGE ROSENTHALs They testified that from

15 that experience they were able to state with some

16 reasonable degree of confidence that the volunteers

17 would respond to a radiological emergency of the

18 dimensions we are talking about? Is that right?

19 MR. BARTH: That is the statement in the Ohio

20 State study which wa s read by La rry Weiss into the

21 record below. I must also say, Your Honor, when asked

22 the question at the hearing below, will people respond,

23 General Bunton and Curtis Griffin from Ohio State are

(} 24 talking about the emergency we are talking about, not

25 some kind of a flood. And they had full confidence tha t

|

O
!
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.

1{} volunteers would appear.

2 JUDGE ROSENTHAls Those volunteers we're l
|

3 talking about include bus drivers? We are not simply
)'

4 talking about volunteers that have as an understood
,

5 function responding to emergency situations?

1

6 HR. BARTHz The bus drivers just were not

7 mentioned, Your Honor, to be honest about it. They just

8 were not. No one ever saida Will or will not a bus

9 driver show up?

10 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: Do you think that's

11 relevant, in your judgment, or not?

12 MR. BARTH4 I think that insofar as it is a .

13 part of the general public, they are enclosed within the

() 14 umbrella of those who respond to an emergency, and I

15 think that you are correct that it is an important point

16 which you should consider as to whether or not these

17 people will show up.

18 General Bunton did testify that if these two

19 or three bus drivers do not show up, that he would find

20 a janitor to ride the bus. Having seen General Bunton,

21 he just may well do so.
|

22 But I would like to point out in this regard,

23 Your Honor, that you have made an important decision in

(]) 24 ALAB-490, 8 NRC 234 at 241, the Shearon_ Harris

25 proceeding, which involved an entirely different

O
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1

^

) 1 matter. I an aware of that. The analogy may not well(V
2 hold up. There you found and stated that some kind of

3 more than casual deference should be given to local

O
4 e xp e rtise . Although the final decision rests with the

5 NRC, it is not to be taken away by local expertise.

6 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: That was need for power, was

7 it not?

8 HR. BARTH: Yes, sir.

9 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: I am glad you recognize

10 there may be a distinction between the two.

11 MR. BARTH: Here you have four county
,

12 planners, two state directors, and their en tire cre'

13 saying these plans will work. Volunteers will show up.

() 14 They are the local experts. I think some kind of

15 considerable deference may be given to that kind of a

16 statement by the people who are directly involved,

17 rather than such as myself who lives in Washington or

18 Larry Weiss who is from New York City.

19 Be that as it may, I do think that you are

20 correct that the bus driver situation is a ve ry , ve ry

21 strong situation that should be considered. I think the
i

22 record amply shows people will show up to perform these

23 kinds of functions should it be necessary to do so.

(]} 24 JUDGE EILPERIHa What do you think the record

25 shows on notice to the bus drivers?

)
|

|
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V(~'T
1 ER. BARTHa Your Honor, I have the copies of

2 the appropriate county plans in my hand. They provide

3 only telephone notification to bus drivers. But that is()'

4 in the plans themselves. I would like to poin t out tha t

5 the record, which is what you make your decision on,

6 provides for notification by telephone, NOAA Radio, the

7 EBS Emergency Broadcast System, regular broadcast
,

8 system, TV, messengers, police if necessary,

9 door-to-door, or they go flag the bus down. -

10 Now, we referred to 0654. 0654 sets forth in !

11 more detail and more fleshing the planning standards of '

12 10 CFR 50.47(d)(1) through (16). All of the public
,

'13 communication methods which are recommended in 0654 have

() 14 been referenced and noted below in the record
,

15 carefully. There are no others. They have them all. ;

16 If there are any others, I really don't know what they '

l
17 would be. '

18 So in answer to your question, the record is

19 silent except for telephone and the EBS. Bear in mind,

20 Your Honor, that the Applicant will distribute the

| 21 public relations and public information pamphlet " Circle

22 of Safety" to everybody in the area and has done so.
i

23 The first page of this says when you hear a siren, you j

() 24 will turn on your radio and pay attention, you may get

| 25 instructions. You have to credit that this will largely +

l

f
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:

(} 1 be done.

2 JUDGE WILBER: You say that your county plan, |

3 specifically Claremont County, says that the bus drivers
( '

4 will be notified by telephone?

5 HR. BARTH: No, it does not. There was

6 testimony below, Your Honor. The plan itself in section

7 2-1-5 does not say so. The testimony below by the

8 planners was that they would use telephone and EBS to

9 notify the bus drivers. So I think that if we make a |
|

!10 decision based upon the whole record under 10 CFR 2.760,

11 and if I stated otherwise, I misspoke.

12 I would like to point out that standard ),

13 ope ra ting procedures were not written at the time the

)
,

14 record closed. Basically, putting aside all the legal
|

15 niceties, we are going to have to face the question that '

16 we are asking you people to approve an emergency plan
{

17 without standard operating procedures as providing a
|

18 reasonable assurance. How do you do this?

19 I think that you lay the plan against the 16

20 planning standards which are general. The Commission

21 made them general. 0654 produces additional guidance.

22 That guidance also was general. The testimony at the

23 hearing below by Brian Grimes is tha t an emergency plan

[} shall consist of several hundred pages supplemented by I24

25 standard operating procedures. In a control room for

O
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i

[}
the offsite center there are' dozens of procedures. A1

2 school pr'ocedure is not going to be one piece of paper.
3 There are dozens of different types of procedures.

(:) .

4 There is no contemplation by the Commission
,

5 that all of the standard operating procedures need be

6 vritten and approved prior to the issuance of an I

7 operating license. In the case you have before you, you

! 8 have the physical and human resources available,
t

9 identified and pegged to notify school bus drivers ;

i
10 whether it's by a siren, whether it's by the EBS, I

i i

!11 whether it's by a messenger from the sheriff's office
'

:

; 12 going to get them. You have the buses, you have the '

'

13 people available, you have the resources to evacuate the [

() 14 schools.
!

15 I think under these circumstances, the
;

f
16 completion and review of the standard operating !

,

17 procedures is more in the nature of auditing existing

18 planning concep ts to see tha t they a re implemented by i

19 existing technology and existing resources.
;

!

20 Unlike our safety hearings in many respsects, |
!

21 there is nothing new here that needs to be designed, j;

I
22 nothing new that needs to be invented, nothing new that +

i

23 needs to be traded. All of the solutions are set forth

(} 24 in the record below.

25 The initial decision by the Licensing Board

I

l

!
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1{} specifically noted -- I think it is at 1590, I may be

2 vrong -- that the solutions for the school bus-

3 notification vere in existence but had not been

O 4 vritten. I think that to go back to hearing to reopen

5 the' matter for this kind of detail just is not

6 appropriate under the circumstances in view of the

7 adequacy of the record which you now have.

8 Therefore, of course, the Staff recommends

9 that the school operating procedures be made a license

to condition f or completion p,rior to the issusnce of a

11 licence. This we did in our proposed findings on pages

12 90 and 91.

13 JUDGE EILPERINa Let ma just go back for a

() 14 second to a question that I still do not think I have

15 gotten an answer to. That is the question of what is

16 the standard for determining whether something vill in

17 fact work in terms of the timeliness of its execution.

18 I know that you said that there was evidence of record

19 in this case and there were evacuation estimates in this

20 case that were realistic and satisfied the Staff.

21 I am just trying to figure out what is the

22 general standard tha t you use in terms of what will

l 23 satisfy the Staff?

() 24 MR. BARTH: Timeliness, Your Honor, you

25 emphasized. That was one of the Applican t's exceptions

O
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1 to the Licensing Board which said that they could not
(~))%

2 timely evacuate the New Richland schools. An evacuation

3 is timely if that evacuation will result in a lesser

4 dose to the population than another protective action.

5 That is what " timely" means within the context of the

6 emergency planning regulations. This comes from 0396.

7 Therefore, there are no rigid mandatory time

8 frames to evacuate nor any kind of rigid mandatory

9 requirements for a particular sector in terms of

.

10 completeness to be evacuated.

11 How do you make this judgment? You make the

12 judgment that you have adequate information in the

13 control room, the evacuation time study, to make a

() 14 reasoned rational decision as to whether to evacuate or

15 not.

16 That was recently pointsd out by the

17 Commission, I believe, that even if you would extend th e

18 time for evacution f rom 3 hours to 14 hours, this does

19 not render the plans unacceptable; it only creates a

20 problem if the people who need this information do not

21 have it, because the public would be needlessly exposed

22 to radiation.

23 JUDGE EILPERIN: Wait, wait, wait. Let's take

/} 24 the hypothatical that it will take 2 days to evacate

25 someplace. Presumably, a person then knows that taking

i
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|

|

1 protective action will be -- sheltering would be a

2 better protective action than evacuation because you

3 vill be on that road trying to get out for God knows how

O 4 long. That again does not give me any absolute limit.

5 Are you still saying there is no absolute limit, it is
;

6 just a question of what is the trade-off between

7 sheltering and evacuation? !

8 MR. BARTH: I a, gree with your last statement, ;

9 Your Honor.
, :
, t

10 JUDGE EILPERIN4 I am asking a question. |
,

11 HR. BARTH: That is my understanding of 0396. !

12 There is a trade-off between the two, but I would like

13 to point out that as lawyers we can always take extreme

() 14 cases and push them to all kinds of unreasonable !

15 bounds. I think 2 days is a reasonable bound. For
'

,

16 instance, the New Richland schools are 6.8 miles from t

17 the Zimmer station. You can walk out. The average '

,

18 human like you and me walks at 3 miles an hour. There
t

19 is testimony by the Commission in its hearings that i
!

20 these regulations are designed to provide for normal !

21 times, not horrendous accidents. That is the July 23, i

22 1980, hearing before the Commission, transcript page f
;

23 39. These tremendously horribles are not within the '

!

(} 24 realm of the planning in general for the emergency plans

25 necessary to license a plant. I realize you can push me !

I'

| |
!
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:

1

.

{} to 2 days, but I do not think that is a realistic matter
{

2 to consider, Your Honor. j

3 There are other matters which the Licensing

| ()
4 Board committed error upon which I would like to touch '

t

i

5 upon in my few closing moments. 1

6 The Applicant took exception to the. Licensing

7 Board finding that there was 15 minutes to notify the f
!

8 public af ter the onset of an accident in the control |
t

9 room. The A ppendix E section 4(d)(2 ) specifically {
10 provides for two 15-minute periods. There is a

11 15-minute period for the Applicant to notif y the local
;

12 officials, the EOC, and they have 15 minutes to notify
:

13 the public. This is very clear in 0654. This was well !

() 14 recognized below. Oddly enough we find tha t this is se t i

15 forth in Mr. Dennison's brief, this 30-minute period. I

16 think the Licensing Board made an error in finding 15

17 minutes. The Commission in its hearings considered i

18 various time sequences and alternatives and decided it i
!
;

19 would take the two 15-minute periods rather than
{
!

20 something else. I think the Licensing Board made an |
!

21 error here and unduly compressed the time in which to |

22 achieve some kind of evacuation,'if necessary.
.|

{

23 I would like to discuss FEMA for a very brief

({} 24 moment, Your Honor. There are two errors, I think, in

25 the Licensing Board's decision regarding FEMA. First,

>
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|

1 let me recipitulate. FEMA ' has three functions with the{}
! 2 NBC. It is the government's leading expert in emergency

3 preparedness and we constantly consult with them. For

.O
4 instance, 0654 was written jointly with FEMA. That has

5 nothing to do with this case.

6 Second of all, FEMA provides an overall

|

7 finding af acceptability or nonacceptability of

8 emergency preparedness within the area of nuclear power

9 plants. This is i finding upon which the NRC-vill base .

*

10 its decision. In the absence of any hearing, we will '
~

11 take this finding, review it, and make a decision
-

12 whether to license or not. This finding is a matter' <

'

| 13 over and apart from the role of FEMA which is before us

() 14 now, Your Honor.

15 FEMA plays a third roles that is, to provide

16 evidentiary testimony upon contentions in contested

17 cases. They stand no different than the accidents'

18 people, than Larry Weiss of Stone and Webster, than the

19 county people, than the witnesses for the Interienors.

20 They are there to provide their expert opinionc~ upon the

21 matters which are raised in the contentions. Certainly

22 like our own Staff they run up the ladder of approval

23 before they give their testimony. Their testimony is

(} 24 supposed to represent an agency 's best assessment. But

25 they serve no function except to provide evidence upon

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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|

1 ~ which the decision is to be made. )
2 In responding to.your questions, Your Honor, I

3 ran across a colloquy in'a Commission meeting which

V 4 bears directly on point. I would like to read it. It
,

!
5 is very short.

~ |

6 " Commissioner-Bradford: Could someone just

7 valk ne-through the process of how the FENA finding and

8 the NRC finding would work in an OL case in the near
,

9 future?"

to JUDGE EILPERIN What are you reading f rom now?

11 MR. BARTH: I am reading from the Commission's

12 meeting on July 3, 1980,.at pages 46 and 47 of the

13 transcript of that meeting, Your Honor. That is not a

14 matter which is in the record. The Commission minutes

15 were never put in the record. To continue with

16 Commissioner Bradford:

17 "In other words, if there is a FEMA finding,

18 i's that issue then contestable in an OL proceeding? Or

19 does a commitment to'the rule here that the NRC finding

20 would be based on a FEMA finding foreclose contesting?"

21 Nr. Bickwit, who is the General Counsela

22 "HR. BICKWIT: No, it does not foreclose being

23 co n t est er' . We would expect FEMA to come into the

24 h ea ring and present its case and for the Board to make

25 tho' initial decision based on the various pieces of

O -
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l

(%)~)
1 testimony it.had before it." .

2 That was our argument below, extensively

_ 3 argued in the hearing. That was our argument in the

4 brief.

5 JUDGE EILPERIN: Do you think, or must th e

6 Staff avait some kind of FEMA evaluation before reaching

7 its own determination?

8 MR. BARTH: As to licensing, yes, Your Honor.

9 As to the resolution of the contentions in a contested

10 case, no, Your Honor. We are only litigating very, very

11 minor aspects of the emergency plans.

12 JUDGE EILPERINt Are you saying that if there

13 is a contested issue in a case, you can go to hearing on

) 14 that issue even though FEMA has not evaluated it, made

15 any evaluation of it?

16 MR. BARTH No, I am drawing a fine liNe.

17 Lawyers always draw fine lines. The FEMA evaluation

18 takes the form of the testimony by their expert '

i
19 witnesses, but that is not part of their overall finding '

:
20 under 44 CFR Part 350 as to the overall adequacy of the

21 plant. We often do that -- '

22 JUDGE EILPERIN: What happens in a case where !

23 it is conceded that the FEMA testimony on specific i

(} 24 issues or specific contentions is the equivalent of no |

25 evaluation wha tsoever? 3

,

O
b
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(} 1 MR. BARTHs Your Honor, very clearly under 10

2 CFR 2.760 the Licensing Board is to make its decision

| 3 based upon the record.- This, of course, is a copy of 5
| ()

4 U.S.A. 556(d), the Administrative Procedures Act, which

5 is Section 10(d).

6 Before this Licensing Board were a number of

7 witnesses. We had a witness from the Federal Highway

8 Administraton. We had three witnesses from FEMA. We

9 had a witness from Stone and Webster. These are the

10 employers. We had witnesses who were employed by

11 Cincinna ti College , Cincinnati University. We had

12 witnesses from the county.

13 The Licensing Board is to take this evidence

( 14 and make its decision. Certainly, the Licensing Board

15 could make its decision in this case without any FEM A

, 16 testimony whatsoever. And I suppose, in part, if you

17s will read the decision very carefully, they did so, in

18 padt.

|
19 JUDGE EILPERIN4 I am a little confused now.

29 I thought the first time when I asked the questions
*

i

21 Must the Staff await a FEMA evaluation of the contested I

22 issue? The answer was yes. And then when I said, yes

23 but it come through FEMA testimony, and tha t would be

() 24 the evaluation. And now when I aska If the testimony

25 is a blank wall, that that still passes muster in terms

| (
| :

,

1
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i
,

/~N 1 of allowing a Board to then consider other testimony in'

%)
7

|
2 reaching a decision based on the other testimony?

3 MR. BARTH: I apologize to Your Honor. I

! ()
4 thought that your question vasa Must the Staff await a

5 FEMA finding prior to licensing a plant? The answer to

6 that is yes. That is the finding under 44 CFR Part 350.

7 JUDGE EILPERIN: No, no. I am talking about

8 deciding contested issues in a hearing. Before you go

9 to hearing on something, must you at least -- I thought

10 what you said was that you must at least be satisified

11 that there is a FEMA witness who is going to tell you

12 wha t they think of the off-site plans. .

13 MR. BARTHs If that is the impression I ga ve,

() 14 it is a bad impression and erroneous, Your Honor. We do

15 not need a FEMA witness to carry the case. We do not

16 need an NRC witness. The Applicant, of course, bears

17 the burden of proof in this case, and in theory there is

18 no question that the Applicant can put on a case and

19 that's it.

20 JUDGE EILPERIN: My question, which I am not

21 getting an answer to -- or if I am getting an answer I

22 don 't understand the answer -- ist Must a Licensing

23 Board, must the Staff have the FEMA evaluation in some

(]) 24 form -- I am not talking about final FEMA evaluation but

25 FEMA evaluation in some form -- before deciding upon

l

O
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i

/~T 1 contested issues?,

O
2 MR. BARTH: No, Your Honor. It must decide

13 that the plans provide adequate assurance of public

O 4 health and safety based upon the evidence before it
!

5 regardless of who gives that evidence.

6 JUDGE ROSENTHALs Your'10 minutes are up.

7 MR. BARTH I note that my time is up, Your

8 Honor. I would like to make two very quick closing

9 remarks, if I may. I think that two of the exceptions

10 vent to the fact that the Licensing Board found that

11 there must be simultaneous evacuation. In our review of

12 the law there is no requirement for simultaneous

13 evacuation of any or all segments of the plume exposure

() 14 pathway.

15 JUDGE EILPERIN: Let me ask one other

16 question. How does your answer of "no" comport with

17 50.47(a)(2) that says the NRC will base its finding on a

18 review of the FEMA findings and determinations?

19 MR. BARTHs That is a finding by the NRC Staff

20 as to the overall adequacy of emergency preparedness in

21 the area of a nuclear power plant.

22 JUDGE EILPERIN: You are saying then that in

23 an uncontested situation you must await the FEM A

(} 24 evaluation of some kind, but if it's a contested

25 situation you can proceed without any FEMA evaluation?

O
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|
|

1 NR. BARTHs We can protest with the

2 administrative proceedings on the contentions, Your

3 Honor. We cannot license, even on a contested case,

O
4 without that overall FENA finding. These _ are separa te

5 matters.
.

6 The resolution of the administrative

7 proceeding which is before us now is a matter over and
,

8 apart from the ultimate licensing of this plant. These

9 contentions which have been raised, which we take every

to issue as raising a contention, is something like 90.

11 They run 60 pages. These are only a minor aspect of

12 emergency planning, a very minor aspect in spite of

13 their voluminousness.

O'
i4 rn c1osing, r wou1d uke to point out that

15 Applicant's Exceptions 8 and 14 drew attention to the

16 fact that the Licensing Boa rd did not set f orth a legal

17 rationale for many of its decisions. Certainly, you and

1 18 I would never argue whether the Licensing Board need go

19 on ad nauseum with legal folderol about everything it

20 says, but on major issues -- timeliness, simultaneous

21 FEHA findings -- the Licensing Board was silent as to

22 the legal rationale by which it came to its conclusion.

23 'You have often pointed out, the cite being Federal

24 C2332nicati2H2.v. Greater B ston, that they must set2

25 forth this matter and it is reversable error not to.

O
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| O 1 I don't suggest you reverse them on this
V

2 matter. But I think.that we do agree with the Applicant

3 that this lack of legal rationale for some of theset

| 4 major decisions have been a very difficult thing to cope

5 with in making this kind of an argument which we have

6 had here.

7 That concludes my argument. I see I have 7

8 minutes for my rebuttal, Your Honor.

9 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: Thank you, Mr. Barth.

10 We will take a 10-minute recess and then hear

11 from Mr. Dennison and Ms. Webb.

12 ( Brief recess. ),

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

O
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|

(} 1 JUDGE ROSENTHAla Please be seated.

2 Hr. Dennison.

3 ORAL ARGUMENT OF ANDREW DENNISON, ESQ.

4 ON BEHALF OF ZIMMER AREA CITIZENS OF KENTUCKY

5 AND THE ZIMMER AREA CITIZENS

6 MR. DENNISON: May it please the Courts

7 I suppose appropriately I should pick up where

8 Mr. Barth left off.

9 Er. Barth indicates that there was some

10 irregularity in the Board below announcing that a

11 15-minute notification to the public was required here.

12 My recollection is the Board made that particular

13 determination based upon all sets of plans which were

G
(_/ 14 Board exhibits. However, under 50.33(g) it was

15 incumbent upon the Applican t to submit these plans.

16 The plans themselves provide for, one,

17 15-minute notifiestion to the public following their

18 advice. And second, those plans required an evacuation

19 of a five-mile area. So it is the plans which were

20 submitted in behalf of the Applicant 's license upon
,

21 which the Board makes it determination.

22 I think there is no quarrel between Mr. Barth

,
23 and myself that the regulations once again provide that

I

(]) 24 the utility involved has the ca pabilities of making that

25 determination to notify the public within a span of 15

()
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-{ ) 1 minutes, and thereafter the local planner, if you will,

2 or the local official finds that he must make that

3 announcement within 15. minutes; thus, we have a totality

O 4 of 30 minutes.

5 Now, in coming to grips with the circumstances

6 of 50.47'and coming to grips with Appendix E of Part 50

7 which to my mind other than 50.33(g), which merely

8 indicates once again whose burden it is to present the
,

9 adequacy of offsite emergency plans, that these

10 constitute the circumstances in which one is to deal

11 with and determine the adequacy of plans -- first, are

12 they adequate, and secondly, are they capable of being

13 implemented.

() 14 From this, the 16 provisions of subparagraph

15 (b) of .47 set forth some general considerations.

16 Likewise, Part 350 of the proposed rule, codified in 44

17 Code of Federal Regulations as it's applicable to FEMA,

18 likewise addresses basically the same 16 points. From

19 there one has certain backdrops such as the

20 circumstances of regulatory guides, the most significant

21 of which is 0654, in which from all of this and from
,

22 something which I would suggest constituted a three-week

23 h ea ring in Cincinnati back in the first three months of

(} 24 this year, went to coming to a concept which we lawyers

25 appreciate, and that is what is a reasonable assurance.

O
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1{} It is not a foreign subject. It is not one

1 2 ve've not come to grips with in the past. We find it in
!

3 tort law. We find it in the Jones Act. We find it in

4 the Railroad Employees' Act above and beyond that of the

5 Jones Act.

6 JUDGE EILPERINa Do you think tha t for us to

7 be reasonably assured that there has to be the

8 capability to simultaneously evacuate all of the student
t

9 population?

*

10 MR. DENNISON: I think this is an area which

11 has caused me some concern, some concern from the

12 standpoint of the planner's approach, somewhat from the

13 standpoint of the Staff approach, and most certainly

() 14 from the Applicant's approach.

15 This " simultaneously" simply arose from the

16 backdrop. We're talking about two school sites that are

17 separated by a mile point eight from one another of

18 which the greatest distance is 6.8 miles. They are both

19 in the same sector and the same wind path, which happens

20 to be with the wind rose studies, that path of wind

21 direction which is most common to be experienced.

22 Thus, when the term " simultaneous" is being

23 used, it is being used for the Monroe school site, which

(} 24 occupies an elementary school, and the New Richmond

25 site, which occupies another elementary school, a middle

O
!
i
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1 or a junior high school and a senior high school, of
|

2 which this school district has but an additional bus --

3 pardon me -- an additional school site, which we have

O |4 had no quarrel with because it's outside of the plume

5 area.

6 This constitutes, shall we say, four-fifths of

7 the school sites of that school district all within the

8 same path. One is five miles, the other is 6.8 miles.

9 From that can we say that in the avenue of

10 simultaneousness that they can evacuate the children a

11 little over a mile distance but not have sufficient

12 buses or personnel to evacuate students at the school

13 which maintains three schools at that site, and to say

O 14 that we can await the departure of the students a 11tt1e

15 over a mile away and then come back and evacuate'the

16 second school and not being entertaining concepts of

17 sim ultaneousness?

18 JUDGE EILPERIN4 What's the matter with that?

19 MR. DENNISON: I don't see anything wrong with

20 it.

21 JUDGE EILPERIN: What's the matter with

22 evacuating one group of schools and the same buses

23 coming back and evacuating a second set of schools?

24 MR. DENNISON: The difficulty with that is

25 given the circumstances of the health and safety of that

O
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|

1 school population. That is acknowledged not to be all
[

2 that clear. One must look to the regulatory guidos, one
1

3 must look to the planning circumstances as to whether or

)
! 4 not it is conceivable that once a decision to evacuate

1

5 has been made that the evacuation of the first can be |

6 undertaken with safety, but because of the necessity of

7 delay to the second that then a safety question arises.

8 I think because of the necessity of the safety

9 question arising in the second , simultaneousness must be

10 the order of the day.

11 JUDGE EILPERIN: Well, now, wait a second.

12 Does that mean that everyone within the plume exposure

13 has to be evacuated simultaneously?

) 14 MR. DENNISON: Certsinly not. Certainly not.

15 This pertains only to the schools and the --

16 JUDGE EILPERIN: Why are the schoolchildren

17 different from the other people that live within the EPZ ?

18 MR. DENNISON: They are different for several

19 reasons, some of which is that they are entirely

20 dependent upon the emergency resource personnel assigned

21 to that school district.

22 JUDGE EILPERINa How about people in hospitals?

23 HR. DENNISON: People in hospitals we don't

(]) 24 have to deal with. We deal with a single nursing home

25 from which that is one of the matters which will come

O
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i

| r~ 1 back for poten tial review as to whether those people can
()T

2 likewise be removed safely.

3 JUDGE EILPERINa Let me give you a

O 4 hypothetical. What about a situation where you can have

5 simultaneous evacuation within two hours and another

6 situation where you can have the first set of schools

7 evacuated within a half an hour and a second set of

8 schools evacuated within another half an hour?

9 It's not simultaneous, but it's quicker.

*
10 Which is a better situation?

11 MR. DENNISON: The better situation, I would

12 suggest, would be that situation in which there is a

13 simultaneous evacuation.

() 14 JUDGE EILPERIN: Despite the fact that it is

15 slo we r?

16 MR. DENNISON: Not if it is slower.

17 JUDGE EILPERIN: What was that?

18 MR. DENNISON: Speed. Not if it is slower. I

19 must have misconstrued your question.
.

20 JUDGE EILPERIN: My question posits two

21 situations, one where you have simultaneous evacuation

22 but it's done say in two hours, and the second situation

23 where it is not simultaneous but you get your two shifts

(} 24 accomplished eithin a shorter amount of time. Which is

25 better to the public health and safety?

O
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(~3 1 MR. DENNISON: Certainly the shorter amount of 1

; \_/ |
| 2 time would also be the interest one would seek to obtain. j
? |

; 3 JUDGE EILPERIN: So why are we concerned at

}!

| 4 all about simultaneity? Why aren't we concerned --

5 HR. DENNISON: I'm not certain that we are. I

6 think perhaps we've gotten ourselves into a semantical

7 argument. I think the Board circumstance was simply

8 that there were an inadequate number of buses to remove

9 these children all at the same times thus with either

10 depending upon outlying community bus service or

11 doubletripping that then you would run into the

12 circumstance in which there would be an inherent delay

13 which may harm the children who did not make that first

() 14 trip.

15 It is further complicated from th e

16 circumstances of other evidence in this case dealing

17 with parental response, dealing with the inability of

18 sufficient police organizations or officers to take

19 charge and to remove what was deemed a bottleneck at the

20 entryway of the major New Richmond site. And further,

21 the Board was unconvinced that this may not have

22 repercussions because of the recognized bottleneck close

1
23 by of U.S. 52. And all of these go into a circumstance

(]) 24 from which police officers of that area, life squad and I

l 25 fire personnel of that area had all indicated that there

O
I
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|

(}
1 would be great difficulty in the management of the

2 population in that particular area from the standpoint

3 of following direction, of doing things on a timelyg

-]
'

4 basis, the problem of I suppose best summed up as a

5 Chinese fire drill under the circumstances from which

6 all considerations of timeliness or promptness without i

!

I7 putting a watch factor to it, but rather that it should
:

8 be undertaken relatively swiftly would all be curtailed

'9 and retarded in such an adventure.

10 It is from these avenues that I believe the
j

11 Board made its determination in this matter, that taking
*

!

12 them all together, f rom which there are innumerable
;

13 findings of fact, a few of which have been brought to

( 14 issue. But in those innumerable findings of fact comes I

I15 the backdrop from which the Board below determined that

16 no reasonable assurance was afforded tha t these plans

17 could be implemented or that they were adequate on their f
!

18 face as now constituted. .f

19 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: What, in your judgment, is

20 the standard against which we judge the adequacy of the !
!

21 plans or their capability of implementation? I take it ,

t

22 you have heard your adversaries suggest, if I understood j

23 them correctly, that there are no really precise
|
[() 24 standards in terms of time or otherwise. You also heard

25 Mr. Barth conclude his argument with a criticism f
t

I

;
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({} 1 directed to the Licensing Board's asserted failure to

2 have specified precisely what it meant by " ti m el y , " for

3 example.

O
4 Now in our. judging' the conclusions that the

5 Licensing Board reached on the question of the adequacy

8 of the plan measured on the basis of the record before

7 us, just what benchmarks of criteria do we employ?

8 MR. DENNISONs One that one must employ is

9 50.47. That is the most definitive statement of what is

10 the guideline to be applied. Coupled with it is is Part

11 50, Appendix E.

i 12 Now I note in, if I may, commencing with

13 Appendix E, that it relates to minimums which must be

(} 14 present in offsite organizational planning for coping

15 with emergencies. It provides that there are certain

18 capabilities at minimum that must be present within

17 these plans and be capable of being implemented.

18 JUDGE ROSENTH AL: Are these capabilities in

19 terms of time?

20 HR. DENNISON: Not necessarily in terms of

| 21 time. The constraints here are th a t there be the

22 circumstances available in the first instance from a

23 backdrop that in their application the puolic's health
!

() 24 and safety will be respected.

25 Were we to take a bizarre illustration, we

O
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( }) 1 could meet all of the standards perhaps of Appendix E

2 and 50.47 by simply placing at an appropriate spot in

3 the center of the plume exposure area one individual

O
4 with a bullhorn who would yell " Scatter." This applies

5 to the evacuation concerns, or that same individual

6 under the bizarre illustration using the same bullhorn

7 could say "Take shelter." Likewise, these things would

8 be taken care of.

9 The facility is the individual who is there,

10 and his bullhorn. The equipment is the bullhorn. The

11 notification is within its time restraints. The public

12 has been advised. And.from that we begin to search out

13 how can we, without using a bizarre illustration,

() 14 protect the health and safety of the public.

15 JUDGE ROSENTHALs Well, if I may, Mr.

16 Dennison , let 's be a little more specific about it. The

17 Licensing Board was troubled essentially with regard to

18 the notification of the bus drivers and the availibility

19 of sufficient bus drivers to evacuate these youngsters.

20 Now against what standard do we measure the

21 adequacy of the plan in terms of the providing of bus

22 drivers in what the Licensing Board described, I think,;

|

23 as a timely fashion without defining " timely ?"

(]) 24 Is there any kind of measure? Supposing again

25 tha t the plan called for, or was susceptible of

O
l

|
'
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|
!t

(]) 1' implementation on the basis of, a sufficient number of '

2 bus drivers being available in four hours. -

3 Now would that be adequate or would it not be

O
| 4 adequate? How do we determine that?

5 HR. DENNISON: In order to determine that, one

8 must take I think at this point some resource from the

7 N UR EG-0 6 54, for there is where one first comes to grips

8 with circumstances dealing with time. There we ar'e

9 instructed under the planning base portion -- I think

10 it's around page 17 or 18 of the NUREG -- that in a

11 major release that that major release will come into the

12 atmosphere within 30 minutes of an accident, and that

13 for a space of five miles it may travel at a minimum of

} 14 30 minutes to several hours for the distance of five to

15 ten miles. It would travel a minimum of one hour to a

18 maximum of several hours.

17 Here again we would have a situation in which

18 from the onset of accident the circumstances would be
19 that a major release would be in the atmosphere within

20 30 minutes, and it would be at some of these schools

21 within 30 minutes thereaf ter.

22 JUDGE EILPERINa The NUREG does say f rom a

23 half an hour to one day.

() 24 MR. DENNISON: That is correct. And from this
|

25 I am suggesting that one begins to appreciate from the

i
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E r

|

| !

(]) 1 standpoint of timeliness -- and I acknowledge there are

2 no other time restraints that are set forth except and

3 as one would from a case-to-case circumstance make a
O

4 determination as to what your projected dose assessments

5 would be and to what sort of potential untoward events
,

6 to the health and safety of the public would be !

l
7 involved, and what under those circumstances would be |

!8 your appropriate actions. '

9 JUDGE ROSENTHALs What do you think the

10 Licensing Board meant when it used the word " timely"? I
;

11 MR. DENNISONs I think that they meant it just j

i

12 simply that it was not prompt. I think they used it

13 synonymously with " promptness." (
) 14 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: What did they mean by

15 " promptness"? Any time that you talk in terms of
;

16 timeliness or you talk in terms of promptness you have

17 to have some period of time in mind, I would think. |

18 Now if I am right about that, what does the

19 Licensing Board have in mind here? j
;

20 MR. DENNISON To extrapolate that from the i

21 standpoint of subparagraph (6) of 50.47, that provisions
i

22 exist for prompt communications among principal response |
!

23 organizations to emergency personnel and to the public.

(]) 24 That particular promptness has no definition save what |
25 we find from the standpoint of communications !

|

|

1

|
'
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('~T 1 circumstances as it rel'ates to Appendix E and the
U

2 15-15-minute or perhaps longer considerations.

3 But when asked to deal with the situation of

O 4 what constitutes promptness, not defined, or what

5 constitutes timeliness, not defined, one goes to a

|
6 general consideration of those items as they pertain to

7 reasonable assurances without going farther.

8 Simply what the Board said here was that we do

'

9 not have a significant degree of inf ormation to

10 determine that these things can be done promptly, albeit

11 they used the term " timely."

12 JUDGE EILPERINs Wait a second. The
I
'

13 regulation which ref ers to prompt, 50.47(b)(6), is

-

14 talking about prompt coamunications.

15 MR. DENNISON: That is correct.

16 JUDGE EILPERINa I think the Licensing Boa rd

17 when it was talking about evaccation of schoolchildren
,

18 was talking about a dif ferent problem. There you're not

19 talking about communication. There you're talking about

20 moving people.

21 So it seems to me that our problem about what
|
! 22 does the Licensing Board mean about a timeliness of

23 moving people is not answered by looking at a regulation

(]) 24 that talks about promptness of getting the word out.

25 MR. DENNISON: No. I recognize that. The

O
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1 illustration was presented that simply nowhere in the('j)u
2 regulation is one given precise guidance.

3 JUDGE EILPERIN: So you agree with the

O 4 Applicant and the Staf f.

5 MR . DENNISON: No. I don't agree with the

6 Applicant and the Staff. I disagree with'them because

7 this is where you cannot make a determination of what is

8 a reasonably prudent mans that we respect .that under

9 certain modes of conduct that that individual is not

10 reasonable nor prudent.

11 But here, where we have no time aspects other

12 than the use of such occasional terms as " minimal" or

13 " prompt," and when you are asked to base this upon the

14 backdrop of reasonable assurance, you must take the

15 record as a whole. And you cannot chastize a Board for

16 the use of timeliness as opposed to promptness or

17 otherwise, which is a part of the whole of reasonable

18 assurance.

19 JUDGE EILPERIN: Let's take a situation.

20 Let 's talk about e va cua ting sch oolchild ren . Say I have
t

:

( 21 terrific plans so that I know I can get in touch with my -

|

22 bus drivers. 1 have a way of doing tha t . They know

23 precisely where to report. The buses are going to be

| 24 there in the garages for them to get into. They knov

25- exactly which schools to go to. But I just do not have

|

O i
|

I
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1 enough buses so that I am going to be able to evacuate{}
2 everyone simultaneously. It is going to be a very

3 effic?ent operation because everyone knows exactly what
7_s
U 4 they are supposed to do and can do it.

5 Is that deficient or not deficient because we j

6 do not have a sufficient number of buses to cover the

7 waterfront, but ye have a very efficient plan set up so

8 that people will be put into action and can conduct a

9 suf ficient evacuation?

10 MR. DENNISONs As I understand yo ur question,
'

11 while the mechanics are there for prompt, if you will,

12 activity, the result following from that prompt

13 activity, the removal of the children from the school

() 14 site to a place of safety, is lacking.

15 JUDGE EILPERIN: Well, I don't know if it is

16 lacking. All I am saying is it is terrific in every way
|

17 except we lack a certain number of resources, and the
i

18 resources we lack are that you cannot do everything at

19 the same time.

20 Is that acceptable or not acceptable?

| 21 HR. DENNISON: Under that circumstance I would

22 deem it unacceptable where we have no understanding.

23 Tha t is dovetailing somewhat with this Board below's

(]) 24 problem. No understanding of when those children are or

25 how they are to be evacuated.

O
I
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.

(~) 1 JUDGE EILPERINs Say it is set out that there
V

2 are these ten schools, we have five buses, and they will

3 be manned quickly, and.the first five buses are going to

),

4 go to the five nearest schools. After that's

5 accomplished, they're going to go to the five more

6 distant schools.

7 HR. DENNISON: And I assume within that we

8 could probably come to a basic agreement that in all

9 probability this may take 12 hours.

10 JUDGE EILP'ERINs I'm not giving you any time
.

11 period.

12 MR. DENNISONs That is where I am finding a

13 problem, and I think the Board below found the same

() 14 problem s that you cannot judge it from a backdrop of

15 whe ther it's going to be a couple of days, 12 hours, or

16 it may be accomplished in 30 minutes, the time variables.

17 Although we recognize there is nothing that

18 says in 45 minutes you have to do it, I think inferred

19 throughout all of this is that there is a reasonable

20 time expectation in the evacuation.

21 JUDGE ROSENTHALs What's the reasonable time?

22 NR. DENNISON: The reasonable time there goes

23 back again to the statements that have come from the

() 24 Applicant and the Staf f relative to these time studies

25 that Stone and Webster went into which dealt with how
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.

O 1 long does it take to get these people out of the
O

2 community for purposes of allowing the planner to make

3 judgment calls as to what sort of protection. action he

O 4 is going to take. Now there are time studies that are --

5 JUDGE EILPERIN: They said the time studies

6 pass muster.

7 NR. DENNISON: They pass muster but they do

8
,

not involve the schools.

9 JUDGE EILPERIN: What time was set out that

10 passed muster?

11 MB. DENNISON: The time that was set out was

12 approximately an hour, as to my recall, for the general

13 population.

O 44 JUDGE EItPEaIN. One hour for the evacuation

15 of the gene'ral population?

16 HB. DENNISON: One hour for the general

17 population. Now what we have present and which was

18 present before this Board is that the only circumstance

19 of time that is referenced to schools is the A. J. Jolly

20 in which it would take an hour from the time of ;

i
21 notification to have the children boarded on the bus i

,

22 ready to go. No times are set forth in the New Richmond

23 area simply because there was no reasonable assurance

24 that the bas drivers could even be contacted and placed

j 25 at the school sites. It was acknowledged that there was

O
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1 an insufficient number of buses to take these children)
'

2 all at one trip.

3 Now from the standpoint of the county planner

O 4 who is calling the judgmental call here, if he is
1 i
! 5 looking at he can get his population out within an hour, |

1

6 and thus he can protect them, and he is unaware -- that !

7 is, this county planner is unaware from the state of

8 this record that it is going to take a longer time f or

9 the children, he has made his judgment call to bring the

10 general population out in evacuation, and the school is

11 remaining behind, as are other defective factors of the

12 plan below as it pertains to. volunteer use and as it

13 pertains to your previous question on transportation of

() 14 handicapped and hospitals.

15 JUDGE EI1PERIN: Is the problem that there is

16 not a time set for how long the evacua tion would ta k e?

17 Or is the problem that that time would be too long?

18 MR. DENNISON: I think the problem is that

19 that time will be too long, because we have nothing upon

20 which to rely that it will be shorter or it will be

21 incidental with the rest of the population's evacuation.

22 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: I may be, Mr. Dennison, an

23 unduly slow study, but I am still having trouble-

(} 24 understanding how one can measure the adequacy of a plan

25 without knowing what the ultimate objective of that plan

O
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|
'

1 is. I would think that the ultimate objective of a plan} -

2 would have to be in terms of, given something

3 approaching the worst case, how long is it going.to

O 4 take, or how little time has to be taken rather, in

5 getting those schoolchildren out of a particular area.

8 Now if the plan, if you don't have as an

7 objective evacuating childr en in a particular

8 circumstance within a particular period of time, then I

9 just do not understand how you can pass judgr.ent on i

10 whether a plan is adequate or not.

11 If you say well, you do the best you can and i

12 if everybody turns up, one would hope it would be

'
13 possible to do this within an hour or two hours or

() 14 wha teve r, but it might not be. It might take three or
,

15 four or six hours. And if that is not a matter of

16 importance, then I do not see again what you are putting

17 the plan up against in determining whether in the first

18 instance whether it is adequate and in the second
i

19 instance whether it is capable of implementation.

20 Now maybe I am missing something, or maybe I
|

I
21 am being overly simplistic about this, but this,

,

22 frankly, is one of the aspects of this case from what I !

23 have been hearing this morning that troubles me.
1 ;

(} 24 MR. DENNISON: The tre 1blesome aspect is that i

25 we are hinged upon probably a series of assumptions. It

b
'

;
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.|

. 1 'vould be my position that one must plan at the minimum

2 so that you accommodate those things in which you have

3 more time. We do not have anything in regulation oro i
4 otherwise which gives us a time factor. Thus, the only

J
l

5 thing I can allude to is once again the . health and i

6 safety-of the public as to.how that can be protected

7 based upon what is your time circumstance as to when

8 threat.or harm will come to that public.

9 Thus, if something has happened and they are.

10 advised that in three days the munitions plant down the

11 road will explode and they should all be out of there,

12 then three days is an adequate period of time. If, on .

13 the other hand, they are given the circumstance that

14 there is a potentiality for that munitions plant to

15 explode and to cause harm to the area within an area and

16 planners are asked to plan, they cannot take the

17 threeMay planning scenario, they have got to take the

18 one day scenario, the only way I know to come to grips

19 with -- pardon me, that one hour -- the only way I knov

20 to come to grips with this is from 0654, which is the

21 only thing anywhere that I have come on to which;

22 indicates a time of when the threat is going to come to

23 the public.

| 24 And that threat arises from my appreciation

25 thst when you talk about having a major release to the

: O l
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Co1 atmosphere within 30 minutes and tha t it is going) t
"

2 take 30 minutes longer to get to a five-mile. area, that

3 you are working within.a hour or less as to.th se people -

O
4 who live five miles back to the point of 'the plant,r then'

|

-

'

>

| 5 I think that when you are talking about what is a
:

6 reasonable assurance in a planning scenario, you' Nave'to
B

7 utilize that time circumstance to say can we' evacuate

8 these school kids, or can we get the public or anybody

9 else out of here within a period of an hour'. .-

10 JUDGE,ROSENTHAL: That is .the worst case.

11 HR. DENNISON: That is the warst care, but we4

,

12 are talking about planning circumstances.

13 JUDGE ROSENTHAL You are suggesting that you

() 14 have to plan for the worst case.

15 MB. DENNISON: That is correct.

16 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: Just as in the case of your

17 hypothetical munitions plant --

18 MR. DEMNISON: That is correct.

19 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: -- you would have to plan

20 for the worst case, which is that the plant might blow

21 up within an hour.

22 MR. DENNISON: That is correct. And this

23 follows that same pa ttern when we begin to introspect

'

(} 24 closely these concepts of communications with the

25 emergency response personnel of the bus drivers. And

(:) :
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- 1'.that is, sure, you can use the telephone, and you can

_
2 communicate -with tiheu provided a lot of ifs don't

|3- 3/ involve themselver$'' interposed between the two.
~

O ~

The record .s replete here that the system4

- 5 itself in both C'ampbell and Claremont Counties within

6 the area of thhse-sEhool districts is capable of

7 overloading in Campbell County --

8' JUDGE 3OSENTHAL: What about the sirens?
,

9 MR. DENNISON: The sirens. People can hear

to the sirens.

11 JUDGE ROSENTHAL Won 't these bus drivers all

12 - hear .the sirens?

13 MR. DENNISON: These bus drivers may or may

14 not hear these sirens. I do not know simply because no

15 evidence was ever presented other than to the extent

16 that they were at many different areas within and

17 without a 10 to 20 mile area and wha t have you.

18 JUDGE"ROSENTHALs You are telling me thats

1,9 there is not sufficient record evidence to support a

20 finding -
--

>21
' MR.:DENNISON: That they could hear._

~22 JUDGE ROSENTHALs that enough of the bus--

23 drivers would hear the sirens --

24 MR. DENNISON: That is correct.

25 JUDGE ROSENTHAL4 -- to become aware of the

'

O
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\1 '''.,
i

\ ? |
[ 1 emergency and of the steps that they are supposed to - s;-

2 take?
~

'
s

3

3 MR. DENNISON: There is no evidence in'this'u
s -.,

4 record that there is a capability of them hearing the
>

s

5 siren. To the contrary, the record reflects that they

'

6 are at many different and varied locations scattered s
'

! t+
,

7 throughout the course of the day within and without1 the

8 area of audibility of the sirens. That is the'stategof
9 the record as I understand it. *

,

10 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: What do you regard the state

11 of the record as being on the matter I raised w'ith

12 Messers. Wetterhahn and Barth? Namely, the likelihood

13 that these bus drivers will comply with their'

14 instructions and respond?

15 MR. DENNISON: Right. The circumstances of

16 the hearing was that there was no communications to
i,

17 them. Thus, one did not involve oneself with the.3
\ .i'

'

18 inquiry that if the communications circumstance was

19 adjusted and the communications were met, would th'er g
s s

20 respond. *

"

gl
,

21 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: I thought I hea,rd that.there -

22 was some evidence to the effect that in tho; judgment of ,s

23 the state or local officials that these' bus drivers

24 would respond.

25 MR. DENNISON: I have no recall o'f that . I

O , .
.

,,. .

'
'

s ,
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9} 1 jhave''a recall that in the opinion of the state planners

2 that the volunteers would responds that the experience
.,

!
*

/ 3 of thes6 planners-and also FEMA witnesses had always

(2)'
4 been that volunteers would respond to emergency roles at

5 the call. However --

'
6 JUDGE EIlPERIN: Were the witnesses thinking

7 of busdrivers as volunteers when they testified tha t

8 way?
\

'9 NR. DENNISON: That is a difficult question to

10 ansraer from this standpoint: I would think of them both
-

., i

ways.\ INsy are paid. They have a responsibility to. 11
- '

.

12 transport'that bus within the dictates of the school
,

13 district, and in that sense they would be professional.

() 14 However, because they are part-time and their duties are
ii

k 15 limited simply to their morning and afternoon runs, I
.

,

16 tend to think of them in the guise of volunteer.

*
17 I honestly do not think anyone came directly*

,

18 to the c,ircumstance of the question of whether bus

19 drUv'ers Nould or v2'21d not respond insofar as the
' :-

,

20 inquiry arms directed to the more significant involvement

21 of volunteers who would be in house-to-house !

|
22 verification in access control points and to the general |

23 and averall emergency response roles to the public j
!,,

[}
24 generally. |

25 Now from that standpoint I would just agree |

,

f
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i

p 1 with Mr. Barth 's characterization that there was one
L.

2 life squad woman who testified that she might not

3 re s po nd . The circumstances were that there were two

i
,

4 chiefs of police who testified. There was an assistant
!

5 fire chief who was also the chief of the life squad at

6 New Richmond. And the police officers and the fire and

7 life squad personnel who testified on the Ohio side of

8 the plant til are within the near environs of the plant

9 itself. I

10 The Honroe Township life squad person _ vould

11 not cooperate with the plan, would not see that her

12 personnel were undertaking training or otherwise. The !

! 13 life squad chief from New Richmond stated that he would

() 14 first attend to his family and thereafter he would make

15 the judgmen t call of whether or not he would respond to
,

16 any emergency role. And that's approximately my recall

17 of the evidence and the finding of fact, that some 75
|

18 percent of the life squad personnel in New Richmond :
,

19 would not respond as to the plant and its accidents 25

20 percent of the fire would not; that Monroe, the life

21 squad would not respond. These people testified that

22 they would not respond or that they would consider it as

23 the groups they represented. So it is a far cry from
i

!

(]) 24 simply that one individual testified.

25 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: Let me ask you another

! ()
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|

1 question along that line. That is, we heard a lot

| 2 earlier this morning about how the record fleshes out

_
3 some of the things that are not specifically addressed i

\l 4 in the plan.

5 Now all of these various responsibilities that

6 are involved in executing one of these plans, are ther

7 all matters of commitment, either commitments reflected

8 by the emergency plan or matters of commitment reflected [
t

9 in the record by people who were in a position to make [,

!.

10 commitments? !
>

11 HR. DENNISON4 Hy recall -- and a gain ,' I don 't i
;

!
12 vant to misstate anything -- but my recall of the record

'

i
13 was that there may have been one or two letters of ;

() 14 agreement from hospitals that they would undertake

15 radiological treating roles.

16 Perhaps those things I recall more vividly,

17 the question was raised about West Claremont school
!

18 buses being sent to New Richmond. The Board noted and !

!

19 the evidence so reflected that there was no written

20 agreement, there was no oral agreement that was a part ;

r

21 of the records that when the New Richmond personnel who !
j

22 testified in the course of the hearing said they were

23 unaware of any such commitment or understanding, my

24 recollection is that the great majority of the record{)
25 reflects that there are no letters of agreement, that

i
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1 there are no commitments other than the commitment that

2 the individual who is the civil defense director for the

3 county had some productivity in the area of the plan.

O 4 But as you come to the circumstances, will

5 different police jurisdictions, will different fire

6 jurisdictions, will different life squad jurisdictions

7 respond, do they have some sort of a commitment, other

8 than their civic duty co.amitment they have no other that

9 I an aware of in this record.

10 JUDGE ROSENTHAL In your judgment is that a

11 necessary element?

12 ER. DENNISON: In my judgment it's a necessary
'

|

13 element that in the area of volunteer forces and in the

() 14 area of school bus drivers where one is being asked to

15 take certain risks, of which some of those ris' s may bek

16 magnified or they may be minimized, that those

17 individuals should be acquainted with those risks and

18 that there should be a firm and full understanding that

19 they either will or they will not undertake their duties

20 and accept or reject the risks as the case may be.

21 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: In the event that a plan

22 - depends for its advocacy upon various organizations

23 u nd er ta king to perform certain responsibilities, does

(} 24 the Licensing Board have to have in hand in order to

25 make a determination that the plan is capable of

O
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{} implementation, evidence that these various1

2 organizations have'in fact committed themselves to do'

3 what they are supposed.to do in that segment of the plan?

O 4 HR. DENNISON: I : wo uld say that in the usual

| 5 case the answer would be no, they don't have to have

6 this sort of commitment.- In tne unusual case, of which

7 this is one, where those particular factors are brought

8 into issue and are vigorously contested and.in fact the

9 findings of f act go to the contrary, that these people

10 may or may not respond, that under those circumstances

11 the Board, as this Board has done, is very legitimate in

12 the right to want to knows Csn this plan depend upon

13 these individuals? What sort of understandings or

() 14 agreements? And as the license conditions depict as to

15 the volunteer, that the Staff document this eventually

16 from the standpoint of how many of them will respond?

17 Is that "how many" sufficient? Of those, what

18 about the population's problem in not following

19 direction? And how many more does it necessitate by way
,

20 of volunteer force or otherwise to compensa te f or those

21 factors? That these things be looked into as the Board
i
'

22 has suggested.

23 I think we are here today simply because the

() 24 presentation of this matter by the Applicant and those

25 who have joined or sided with the Applicant was so

O
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j} 1 miserably presented that you cannot find rhyme nor

2 reason, and in the failure to find the rhyme and the I

| . 3 failure to find reason, one must rely once again that :() !
4 there is totally an absence of a rea sonable assurance to !

L

5 say that this -plan is adequate or it is capable of beinq !

i

6 implemented as we generally understand that term. ;

!
7 JUDGE EILPERINs I am still not sure I

8 understand your position about what the meaning is of (
l

9 " capable of implementation." You referred us to the j

10 NU' REG guidance which talked about the duration of a !

.
.

Are you !11 release and when a release might be started.

I
12 saying that a plan is only adequate and capable of |

:

13 implementation if it can meet the worst case situation? t

() 14 MR. DENNISON: I would prefer not to get into
:

15 worst case because this has certain ramifications such |
!

16 as class of accidents. I am talking about a minimum i
:

17 standard. If we want to make it worst case, that's !
I

18 fine. What I'm talking about is not worst case in the !

!
19 circumstance of a Class 8, Class 9 accident, this sort !

; 20 of thing, but worst case or the minimum that one has to
,

t

21 put forward.

22 JUDGE EILPERIN: What is your minimum? !
i

23 MR. DENNISONs The minimum goes f rom the
1 -

(]) 24 sta nd poin t that the plan must be capable of achieving j

25 the circumstances of 0654 from the standpoint of the !

I
i

(^) !
I
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time restraints, that a . major release is in the'

2 atmosphere within 30 minutes, that it travels five miles
!
l 3 in 30 minutes, and it travels another five miles in an

()
! 4 additional 30 minutes, and that your plan must

5 accommodate a workable rela tionship to make decisions to

6 operate and to protect the public.

7 JUDGE EILPERIN: What if I understand that and

8 there is going to be a plume that is going to be moving

9 very, very quickly, and it will be here and out past 10

10 miles within an hour and a half, which is the sort of

11 thing you were positing. Why can't my plan.just say

12 when things are~aoving that quickly, the best advice is

13 that everyone should take shelter because I cannot move

()'
14 people out within seven hours?

15 Is that plan then capable of implementation or

16 not capable of implementation?

17 HR. DENNISON: That plan is capable of being

18 implementei. The question iss Does that provide the

19 reasonable assurance one must seek? I cannot answer

20 whether or not under that postulate that reasonable

21 assurance is present simply from the standpoint of (a) I

22 am not that firmly aware of the circumstances of th e

23 situation of sheltering as opposed to evacuation, or
't

(} 24 that once evacuation is elected tha t that evacua tion I

25 believe must acconnodate the evacuation of the public

.

O
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. 1. before the. plume would come within the circumstances of

2 their location.-

I - 3

O ,

,

5

6

7

8

.

9

10 !
,

|

11 :
! '

' 12 '

i

13
'
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!
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i
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O
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{}
1 The next is the situation of whether.the

2 sheltering -- and this was asked many times during the !
l

3 course of the hearing -- how long can one shelter where !

t ' ()
| 4 the release is continuous and the plume is constantly f.

!
'

5 repleting itself over this neighborhood. Some have told ;

I
6 me, although it is not a part of this record, that we '

r

7 hit an equilibrium or that the outside becomes the same i

8 as the inside within that two hours. :

9 I'm not trying to defeat my own cause here,

10 but on 50.47 in these regulations and some of the !

!
11 hypotheses that have been presented, I simply don't ;

!
12 think ve know enough at this stage to determine, other {,

! 13 than as we have limitedly done here, of how we can
f() 14 determine what does become pretty dann significant on i

.

15 our time factors.
?

16 I'm taking only what I can come to.

17 JUDGE EILPERIN: I'm not sure I understand you. !

18 NR. DENNISON: I do not think we know enough
.

19 about the animal to come to a realization of whether we
1

20 should be projecting absolute times here, and if those 6

!

21 absolute times cannot be met that then simply licenses .

I
22 cannot be issued. I am not convinced that.you are given i

?

23 a day or that you are given an hour, or to the contrary, !

[

() 24 it may simply be that you have two or three days in

25 which to do these things. !

([) !;

!

!
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1 The only thing I understand is that

2 radioactive releases are detrimental to the health and

3 safety of the public. .How detrimental is, I think,

4 based upon hypotheses and that only. And the only thing

5 that I can say here is just simply that with this

6 threat, that there has to be responses and

7 considerations by the planners to perhaps assist

i8 individuals such as myself, this board and the board '

9 below on what is recommended as to these times.
10 Perhaps FEMA and the Staff itself could become

11 productive in these endeavors. However, during the

12 course of these proceedings, they did not.

13 JUDGE EILPERIN: How are you defending the

O 24 soard 11nding that says ther are not essured that there

15 will be timely evacuation of the schools? Do you think

16 that finding is right and why do you think it is right?

17 MR. DENNISON: I think the finding is right,

18 and the reason that I think that it is right is simply

19 there was no understanding by way of plan or otherwise

20 of how you are going to evacuate these schools. No one

21 had given any thought, without resort to timeliness in

22 the circumstance you are talking about minutes or hours,

23 just simply 4 Are you talking about some diligence in

24 getting these children evacuated? I think that is the

i 25 realm of timeliness.
|

O
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1 JUDGE ROSENTHAL. I don't understand what you{}
2 are saying. I thought that th e re wa s a regular

3 notification system with an alternative if the,

4 telephones did not work, and that these bus drivers, |
5 upon being notified, would have their instructions as to

6 where to report and all that? So I don't understand how

7 you can say that there has not been any planning or

1
8 consideration given to the way the children's school |

9 evacuation would take place.

10 I would think the most you could say is that

11 because of at least what the Licensing Board perceived

12 to be some deficiencies, that the evacuation might not'

13 take place within any particular time frame. But that

I) 14 to me, again, whether that is significant or not would

15 depend upon what time frame we are talking about,

16 because I am sure that if you have a day, there is no

17 question about getting those kids out. They can go and

18 collar these bus drivers personally on that basis and
,

19 lead them, if necessary, at gun point, I would suppose,

20 down to the schools in their buses. Isn 't that really

21 why the Licensing Board's use of " timely evacuation" is

22 significant and why it is also significant in

23 understanding what " timely" metns?

24 MR. DENNISON: My assumption on the use of(}
25 tim elin ess , again, would be in accord with yours, that
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|
1

[}
this should be capable of being accomplished within a7

2 matter of an hour or two consistent with the time

3 studies for evacuation.of the general population, and

O 4 again, with some resort to the time limitations of plume

5 exposure as set forth in 0654.

6 Above and beyond that, there was nothing

7 indicated to that Board and there is nothing in the

8 record such as Mr. Wetterhahn has ~ suggested may or may

9 not have transpired thereafter. There were no assembly
.

10 points for bus drivers. There was no information to the

11 bus drivers that they were to listen to NOAA radios,

12 listen for sirens, or if they did that they were to make

13 any response.

() 14 Assuming momentarily that they did have such

15 advice, this is still not prompt communication among

16 emergency response personnel from the standpoint of a

17 two-way system so that they may be advised as to where

18 they are to go; that things are to be altered in the

19 course of the adventure simply because a driver may not

20 be available, a driver may not be reached, a driver may

21 refuse, a driver who normally goes to Pierce Elementary

22 may have to be dispatched to Honroe Elementary.

23 JUDGE ROSENTHAL4 Are those details that have

{} 24 to be in a plan or before a Licensing Board --

25 MR. DENNISON: No, they do not.

O
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(' 1 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: or are those small--

2 operational details, something that can be taken care of
_

3 outside of both the plan and the adjudication?

O
4 MR. DENNISONs Those are something that takes

,

5 care of the outside but were illustrative of what were

6 some of the problems addressed during the course of tile

7 proceeding.

8 The difficulty with the communication here on

9 a prompt base is that the evidence clearly reflected and

10 the Board so found that the telephone system was not a

11 reliable system for this communication and that the

, 12 communication failed as a result. That is clearly one

13 of the provisions of 50.47, that there be prompt

14 communication.

15 To suggest that the prompt communication is

16 taken by listening to radios that accommodate the rest

17 of the general public would render the entire plan one

18 in which all you have to do is sound some sirens, leave

19 some periodic broadcast messages and your plan of prompt

20 communication is satisfied.

21 JUDGE ROSENTHALs Let me ask you a question.

,

I would hope that your adversaries would address it22

23 briefly in their rebuttals. The Licensing Board sta ted

() 24 that it would not authorize an operating license until

25 so much of the final FEMA findings that relate to the
I

($) !
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1

{}
contentions admitted on November 25, 1981 and the

2 Staff's supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report
,

,

3 related to those findings have been filed and served on

()!

4 the parties and that the parties have had a reasonable

5 opportunity to assess their impact on the admitted

6 contentions in this initial decision.

7 Now my impression was that the contentions

8 admitted on November 25, 1981 went well beyond the
,

9 matter of school evacuation.

10 MR. DENNISON: That is correct.

11 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: And yet that is what the

12 Licensing Board seemed to find troublesome. Now am I to

13 read this as meaning that the Licensing Board has in

() 14 mind opening up after the final FEMA findings all areas

15 of emergency planning that were within the range of the

18 November 25, 1981 contentions? Or is this just

17 imprecision and that the Board has in mind simply

18 addressing again those aspects of the plan -- to wit,

19 school evacuation -- as to which it has had problems?

20 ER. DENNISON: My understanding is it is

21 two-fold. The first fold is that they have retained

22 jurisdiction to conduct additional hearings relative to

23 the issue of the school evacuation planning.

(]) 24 The second is that they have listed several

25 license conditions which must be satisfied in this way

()
I
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1 from the standpoint of final FEM A and then the Staff 's("Ts/i
'

2 review and approval as they relate to the volunteers --

'

3 significantly, the transportation of the handicapped and

4 several other items in those conditions -- permitting'

5 the Intervenors and the other parties to assess the

6 impact that the final FEMA findings and the Staff's

7 review as it relates to those aspects and as those

a aspects relate to the initial decision and as the

9 initial decision relates to the contentions admitted --

*10 JUDGE EILPERIN: Didn 't -- excuse me.

11 MR. DENNISON: If I could just finish the

12 sentence -- for purposes of filing any appropriate

13 motion that any party would deen, not necessarily
;

() 14 returning to hearings on that unless there was some

15 justification.

16 Does that answer your inquiry on the two

17 thrusts of the Board belov's statement?

18 JUDGE EILPERIN: It doesn't answer it

19 precisely. On what subjects are you entitled to just go
|

20 to hearing in accordance with the Licensing Board's
:

21 decision after you have final FEMA findings? '

22 MR. DENNISON: Those dealing with the school.

23 JUDGE EILPERINs Those dealing with the
;

[}
24 school?

25 MR. DENNISON: The school, and exclusively

O
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1 dealing with the school.{}
2 JUDGE EILPERINs All right. Now on what

3 issues must you make some sort of further showing before

O 4 you can get a hearing?

5 MR. DENNISON: That would deal with the

6 volunteer circumstances, if I may coin that,

7 transportation of the handicapped, Circle of Safety

8 publication, whether or not correction had been made in
i

9 a radio void near the plant.
,

10 JUDGE EILPERINs So those m'atters which are

11 the subject of license conditions you do not get an [

12 automatic hearing, you have to come up with some

13 justification?

() 14 MR. DENNISON: That is correct, or at least
!

15 that is my understanding, let me put it that way. (
16 Whether it is correct or not remains to be seen. ;

17 JUDGE EILPERIN4 Because I thought in reading ;

18 the Licensing Board's Decision, it made a distinction
t

19 between those matters which it thought were rather i

20 straightforward, where there is no need for another

|

| 21 h ea ring , and those that said they could take care of by

22 license conditions as opposed to those instances where ;

!

23 you do need a further hearing, and that was the school i

i

(} 24 bus situation. [

,

25 MR. DENNISON: That would be my understanding. i

|
'

O
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1 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: Mr. Dennison, you have taken

2 one hour of the hour and a half on your side. I didn't

3 know how much time you. vere contemplating leaving for

O 4 Ms. Webb, but I just thought I would remind you of that.

5 MR. DENNISON: Thank you. Unless the Board

6 has additional questions they wish to address to me, I

7 vill simply yield the podium to Ms. Webb.

8 ( No respon se.]
,

9 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: Thank you, Mr. Dennison.

10 Ms. Webb.

11 ORAL ARGUMENT BY DEBORAH FABER WEBB, ESO.

12 ON BEHALF OF THE CITY OF MENTOR

13 MS. WEBB: Nay it please the Board, this

() 14 appeal presents basically three issues for your

15 consideration. Those issues area whether the Atomic

16 Safety and Licensing Board's findings that the state of

17 off site emergency preparedness plans does not provide a

18 reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures

19 can and will be taken is supported by substantial,

20 probative and reliable evidence. Those would be

21 Applicant's exceptions 1 through 9.

22 Also, whether the Board abused its discretion

23 by finding that further proceedings on the record were

(} 24 necessary with regard to the school evacuation issues,

25 and those would be Applicant's exceptions 10, 11, 15 an-d

O
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es 1 16.U
2 And thirdly, whether the Board abused its

3 discretion by requiring FEM A findings in the Staff's

O 4 Safety Evaluation Report to be filed and served on the

5 parties and those parties be given an opportunity to

6 assess'those documents as they relate to the admittedj

7 contentions, and those would be Applicant's exceptions

8 12, 13 and 14.

9 This Intervenor, of course, submits that there

10 was no abuse of discretion on the Board's part and that

11 the findings are well supported by reliable, substantial

12 and probative evidence.

13 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: Can you help me out on what

() 14 the Board had in mind by " timely"? I hate to get back

15 to this subject, but as yo u see , it ic one that I find

16 somewhat troublesome.

17 MS. WEBB Well, Your Honor, it is a difficult

18 question. I think there are two parts to it. First of

19 all, I think the Board is making the point in its

20 initial decision that inadequate considerations have

21 been given to the times involved, assuming that they do

22 have some kind of plan, the Applicant has some kind of a

23 plan for schools that they.can put forward to us. We

| (} 24 still do not know how much time is it going to take

25 those bus drivers to get to those schools and how are

O
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1 you going to deal with those kinds of time

2 con side ra tions. The Board is merely saying we don't
,

I 3 have those kind of time considerations before uss we

O 4 need those kind of time considerations before us bef ore

5 we can adequately judge this plan.

8 I also think there is a separate part of ita

7 tha t is, this difficult question that Nr. Dennison was

8 also trying to address as to what is your planning

9 base. I think the NUREG gives you that planning base,

*
10 that you have those two 30-minute periods from the onset

11 of an accident to the release of a radiation plume. We

12 have got 30 minutes. Then it can also travel through

13 the pluse, EPZ, up to the five-mile mark, anyway, up to

() 14 another 30 minutes. In Campbell County we have two

15 elementary schools that are before you get to the

16 five-mile mark.

17 That is the planning basis that must be
r

18 planned for. If avacuation is to be a protective action

| 19 on the part of the public, it would seem that your plan t

I
'

20 must be capable as implemented of evacuating that '

21 population within an hour. That would seem to be a

22 reasonable requirement.

23 The other thing that Mr. Barth attempted to

24 define " timely" as is in the context of NUREG-0396, I

25 believe, where he is saying, if I understood his .

)
l

<
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{} 1 argument correctly, that " timely" is somehow tied into

2 the dose savings. There is nothing in this record tha t

3 indicates what those dose savings might be. Of course,
: ()
l 4 if you have a precautionary evacuation, you have a total

5 dose savings, but where does the point come when you

8 take shelter, that you no longer have a dose savings and

7 you should have evacuated in the first place, perhaps.

8 We never addressed that question within the

9 hearing because we just never had that information

10 available to us. Without that information, the

11 Licensing Board has to do it the best it can with those

12 ramifications in mind, that there is some type of

13 rea sonable expectation that the public or reasonable -

() 14 assurance that the public can and will be protected by

15 these protective action guides as they are set out in

18 the Reg Guides, and evacuation is one of those.

17 So it is a judgment call, it seems to me, on
.

18 the part of the Licensing Board.

19 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: Why do you need a final FEMA

20 finding? If, as you say, there were these deficiencies

21 in the record, why couldn't, short of the FEMA final

22 finding, the Applicant and/or Staff plug those gaps?

23 One of the things I found difficult to understand was
|

(} 24 the Licensing Board seemed to be saying that on the
1

25 facts of this case, on the facts of this case, the final

)
i

i !

i
'
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{~)
'1 FEM A finding was required, therefore negativing any

2 suggestion that as a generic matter you have to have a

! . 3 final FEHA finding.

4 Now, my question of you isa why is it that on
!

5 the facts of this case, a final FEMA finding is
;

6 required? You have just pointed to certain deficiencies ,

7 as you see them in this record, and I an asking you why,

8 short of the final FEMA finding, the Applicants and/or

9 Staff could not undertake to fill the gaps at an

t
10 evidentiary hearing. ;

11 NS. WEBBs I think the basis of the Board's
.

12 order was further explained in the reconsideration !;

13 order. I think the reason that this particular board in

()
,

14 this particular context with this plant and these
. -

15 con tentions wanted FEM A findings was for the reasons set

16 forths that is, FEMA vent to hearing prematurely, as )
!

17 soon as they possibly could. Counsel for FEMA stated

18 that they would not be ready to go to hearing in the
;

i

19 middle of December of 1981, but yet they were ready |
--

t

20 JUDGE ROSENTHALa Excuse me for interrupting, (
!

21 but assuming that is the case, assuming the FEMA
J

22 witnesses fell flat on their f ace, are these applicants
!

23 held captive to that? Why can't these applicants come !
i

-() 24 in and say, okay, FEMA may have f allen flat on its f ace,
t

! 25 but we are prepared to persuade you, Licensing Board
|
I

(
| >

|
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1 with hard record evidence, that we have got the best{}
2 plan possible and that it is totally capable of

3 implementation?
O,s

4 I don't understand why under the regulatory
,

| 5 scheme they are not entitled to do that, and if they are
!
l 6 entitled to do that, then the quality or the lack of
l
l 7 quality of the FEMA presentation is of no particular

8 significance.

9 MS. WEBBs My understanding of 10 CFR

10 50.47(a)(2) requires that the NRC base its findings on a

11 review of FEMA findings and that FEM A findings also
i

12 contained within that same regulation just cited that

13 FEM A findings merely constitute a rebuttable presumption

() 14 in NRC pro =eedings. Furthermore --

15 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: What constitutes the FEMA

16 fin (ings? Is it what these witnesses say on the stand,

17 or is it some document that FEMA has issued, or what?

18 MS. WEBB: That is an interesting question. I

19 think for the purposes of our case it doesn't matter. I

20 think Staff has taken the position that prefiled

21 testimony on behalf of FEMA was a finding, an interim

22 finding, if you will. I think our position would be no,

23 that is not what is contemplated and that there should

() 2<4 be a little bit more thought and time put into these

25 interim findings, a little bit more of an expectation.

O
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1 For our purposes I don't think it matters whether FEMA--{}
2 JUDGE EILPERIN: Well, it would matter if

3 there is a remand and there is a need for a further.

O 4 hearing. Now, when should that hearing get underway?

5 MS. WEBB: We never did have final FEMA

6 findings, and no one ever suggested that we did. If we

7 had FEMA findings such as Staff suggests in the

8 licensing proceeding last January, February and March,

9 then they were successfully rebutted is the way I would

10 see it, and we are still lef t without findings. So I

11 think the state of this record is we don't have FEMA

12 findings, whichever way you approach it.

13 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: Wait a minute. If you have

() 14 FEMA findings and they are rebutted, then you don't have

15 to wait for new-FEMA findings, do you? The effect of

16 rebutting the findings is to allow the Licensing Board

17 to make findings inconsistent with the FEMA findings

18 that have now been rebutted.

19 MS. WEBBs We have no FEMA findings that these

20 plans are adequate and capable of implementation.

21 JUDGE ROSENTHAL4 Suppose FEMA had found that

22 the plans were incapable of implementation or were

23 inadequate. Wouldn't it have been the right of the

24 Applicants to come in and show that that finding was
)

25 totally erroneous, that in point of fact they have got

O
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'

/'l 1 an adequate plan and it is capable of implementation?
i %.)

2 MS HEBB I would assume so, Your Honor, but

3 that did not happen.

O 4 JUDGE ROSENTH ALs But still I do not

| 5 understand why it is significant that these FEMA

6 witnesses' testimony was in the judgment of the

7 Licensing Board inadequate. Again, it wouldn't seem to

8 se that the Applicants are to be held hostage or captive

9 to FEMA coming on with a wonderful performance.

10 MS. WEBB4 Well, what about the Intervenors'

11 rights as well? FEMA has the offsite emergency plan

12 lead under this regulatory sch em e. That is their

13 responsibility. That is the agency that is appointed to

() 14 review plans and find out whether they are adequate and

15 capable of being implemented. They are the lead agency

16 for that function. So it would seem to me that a

17 Licensing Board would be very interested in what FEM A

18 has to say about whether those plans are adequate and

19 capable.

20 JUDGE ROSENTHALs Let me ask you in that

21 connection: Suppose FEM A were to come in and say, oh,

22 who knows, we haven't really had an opportunity to study

23 the Applicant's situation with the requisite degree of
1

| |
'

'24 care, the plans may be adequate, may not be adequate,

25 and we will tell you this in five years. Are you

|
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1

{
telling me that the Applicant which has a completed

| 2 plant has to sit by for five years and wait for FEM A to

3 come up with some kind.of finding, interim or final, as
~

,

| ($) - 4 the case may be?

5 MS. BEBB If the Atomic Safety and Licensing

6 Board feels that they can make those findings that they

7 are adequate and capable of implementation without -- I

8 still think they have to have some kind of findings to

9 review, but if they can make that determination in the

10 absence of participa tion by FEM A, that is their duty.

11 There are two separate duties.

12 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: Suppose the Applicant is

13 able to come up with a case that satisfies the Licensing

() 14 Board that there is an adequate emergency plan and it is

15 capable of implementation? Now, it is true -- I mean,

16 if the Applicant f alls flat on its f ace, it has the

17 burden of proof and that is the end of it.

18 JUDGE EILPERINs In the situation posited by

19 the Chairman , wouldn 't FEH A have had its head handed to

20 it for not getting on with the review more quickly?

21 Isn't that sort of a wholly unreal case?

22 MS. WEBBa I would think so. I really don ' t

23 know how to answer your question except that I think the

24 public needs to be protected first, and if the FEMA
[

25 can 't get their act together and the Applicant can't get

O
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|
'

1 'its act ' together, then that is tough . That is what- i

2 happened in this case. The Applicant chose its fuel

|
3 loading date and wanted to go to hearing prematurely in

O 4 this hearing, and now it complains of the results that

5 that had for it.

6 JUDGE EILPERINa But doesn't the NRC's

7 regulatory scheme make clear that you don't have to
~

i

8 avait a . final FEMA finding because there is this

9 , regulation that came out that says you do not have to

| 10 avait an exercise before you issue a full-power license,

11 and FEMA's proposed regulations talk about only signing

12 off with its final findings af ter an exercise? Isn ' t it

~

13 plain that a hearing can go forward without final

0-

14 findings,

15 MS. HEBBs Without final findings, but is the

16 question without final findings or without findings at

17 all.

18 JUDGE EILPERIN Then there just has to be

19 some sort of FEMA evaluation.

20 MS. WEBBa And Intervenors have to be given

21 that opportunity also for their due process, which means

22 that those FEMA findings -- what you are suggesting, I

23 suppose, is that in the absence of FEM A findings, then

Q 24 there is really a finding that the plans are not

25 adequate and capable of implementation and that

O
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1,} Applicant would have to come in and carry that burden.

2 JUDGE EILPERIN: But wasn't there a FEMA

3 evaluation in this case? And didn't the Licensing Board

O 4 sign off on many aspects of the emergency plan? I mean

5 there were specific contentions relating to emergency

6 planning tha't were found adequa te, weren't there?

7 MS. WEBBs Yes. Yes, Your Honor, there were.

8 JUDGE EILPERIN: So then FEM A 's, evalua tion

9 couldn't have been wholly deficient, then, or if it was,

10 the Board was able to go ahead without it. You have not

11 complained to us about the Board signing off on other

12 aspects of the emergency plan. The only person who has

13 complained to us is the Applicant.

() 14 MS. WEBBs Correct. And with respect to those

15 other contentions, the Board did rely on FEMA testimony,

16 as I recall, for the water contentions for their

17 findings on th a t.

18 JUDGE BOSENTHAL: Well, what the Board found,

19 and I think what Mr. Eilperin is suggesting, is that

20 there were FEMA findings.

21 MS. WEBBs Testimony.

22 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: The Board relied on some of

23 them, or found some of them to be not rebutted, I would

(} 24 suppose, within the framework of the regulations. As to

25 others, thor found them unsatisfactory. Now the

O
-
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. ;:n
.

1 question is, as to those findings which it found
, ,

; 2 unsatisfactory, why aren't the ' Applica'n ts f ree to come

3 up with additional' evidence to satisfy the ticensing

O s !:
-

4 Board as to the adequacy and implementability of the j

5 plan short of this eventual FEM A finali finding which i .'

'

., -sti ,

6 will come after this axercise which the ' Con $7ission has, s. , ' j. s ,c.
'3 %*

| 7 said is not a necessary condition to the proceeding? {.

8 MS. WEBBa Perhaps I am disunderstanding your !
' ,e s> -,

9 question, but it seems to go back to the reconsideration
4

1-

i 10 order of August 24th that the Board- flied where they

11 explained their reasoning that it was limited to this ~ t
'

I.
.

| 12 particular case and-under these particu.}ar facts and i~,
, -

f,,
' .

5 13 because of those things that had -- '

%

i O >"44 auncE BosEnTnAt. 1 don t understand. what

15 are the facts here that would differentiate as.h, matter
I16

oflawthiscasefromothercaseswhichasam.it}er|cf.,

17 law there would not have to be a final FEMA f'indin'q ?

18 That is what d ,i't understand. The facts liere are, |
*

19 one, that t 4 i a co didn't think very much of.the FEMA
' s

20 witnesses' testimony, and two, that the Board-t'oughth

21 tha t there were gaps here in terms of the demonstration
.

,

22 that there was an adequate, implementable plan.

23 Now, I don't understana how those facts
,

24 justify the Board's conclusion that in this instance it

25 may wait until the final FEMA finding.

O
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[]
1 MS. WEBBa Well, again my answer may be

2 missing the question, but if FEMA is the lead agency to

. i. 3 perform these functions and it did not so do that to the,

! 4 Board 's satisfaction , at least initially, under the

'

5 circumstances of this case the Board feels that that
'

6 relief is necessary. It is within their authority to
,

7 order that and they felt that because of the state of

8 the record, they. wanted FEMA to do their job and haves

j"\ l
9 the reaction of FEMA since they are the lead agency,

10 before they were wi'lling to put the matter to rest
,

.

11 forever.

i 12 JUDGE,ROSENTHAL: You are saying the Board had,

'13 this authority as| a matter of discretion, and if the;

(4 Doard concluded that it wculd not feel comfortable about'

.

15 s signing off on,this emergency plan without having the

1 ultimate word of FEM A, it was entitled to receive the

17| ultimate word of s. FEM A. I take it basically that is what

18, your position is.

19 MS. WEBB: Right, according to Part 2,

20 Appandix A of CFR, that it is contemplated by the

21 regulations that a Board may do either one of two
\

22 thingst they may reopen hearings as the circumstances

23 necessitate or they may provide an opportunity for
s

24 written comment, and I think that is the type of relief

25 that the tBoa rd was ord ering in this case.

i

! O
! t

| .'
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('T 1 Have I answered all of the questions?
U

|
2 ' JUDGE EILPERIN: I think.you have answered

3 it. Do you really think that a Board cannot fairly

O
4 evaluate FEM A's testimony and FEMA's evaluation unless

5 it gets the last word out of FEMA?

6 MS. WEBBs I think that this Board wanted the

7 final word out of FEMA based on the representations tha t
,

8 had been made to it before.
,

9 JUDGE EI1PERIN: What representations?

10 MS. WEBBs I think this Board wanted assurance

11 there are no more changes to be made; that let's stop

12 this proceeding somewhere and get some definitive

! 13 answers from all the parties. And I think that is why

() 14 they wanted final FEMA findings.

15 'An exercise has already been cond ucted. I

16 don't think an exercise has anything to do with this

17 particular case, but I do think the Board wanted FEMA to

18 be more accountable to it than it was in the first

19 instance, and this was merely a way that it saw to t

!
'

20 provide that accountability. It is purely speculation
,

21 on my part, but I don't think that the Board ever

!
22 dreamed that FEMA was going to take until May of 1984 to !

23 get anything done either. But be that as it may, quite I

() 24 frankly, I have lost track of my time.

25 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: You have about another eight |

|

|
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'1 MS. WEBBa Rather than go through all of the}
2 arguments that we have already been through this

3 morning, I think unless the Board has further questions

O 4 that I will valve any remaining time.

5 JUDGE ROSENTHAls Thank you, Ms. Webb.

6 We have now come to -- you are taking the

7. rebuttal ahead, Mr. Barth, of Mr. Wetterhahn?

8 MR. BARTH: Yes, Your Honor. It is his

9 license, and I thought that would be appropriate.

10 JUDGE ROSENTHAla May I remind you that what;

11 we are hearing is rebuttal, and it must be confined to

| 12 matters tha t were raised by your adversaries during the
|

! 13 Board 's colloquy with those adversaries. In short, no

() 14 new points.

15 REBUTTAL ARGUMENT OF CHARLES BARTH, ESQ.

16 ON BEHALF OF THE NRC STAFF

17 MR. BARTHs Your Honor, we had no rebuttal

18 until we heard your question addressed to the Staff

19 which was the FEM A findings. Basically, that is the

20 only reason I would even venture bef ore you again. If

21 we take Dr. Fankhouser, who is an Intervenor in Zimmer

22 Area Citizens, and take a look at the issues that they
'

23 had in their contentions, you have somethina like 62

[}
24 contentions on emergency planning. The city of Mentor

25 had eleven contentions on emergency planning, seven of

O
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1

(} 1 which were consolidated. Therefore you have something

2 like 92 emergency planning conte.ntions or issues, 25 of

3 them on schools, 57 nonschools.

|
4 The Licensing Board's initial decision makes

5 final disposition of 68 contentions, one of. which,

6 Pendleton County, Kentucky, ZAC 's 20 (b)(8)( v), is the

-7 school contention. Those are appealable. No appeals

8 have been taken. They are final. As we stated in our
,

9 brief on Page 33a once an initial decision has been

10 made and there has been no appeal, the Licensing Board-

11 loses jurisdiction 30 days af ter issuance of the initial

12 decision.
.

13 I have little to add to our brief except to

() 14 answer the thrust of your question. It is the

15 interpretation of the OELD that the Licensing Board said

16 that all contentions, even those already decided, must

17 be reviewed when the final FEMA findinos come out again,

18 and this we have alleged is an error, that you cannot

19 have a decision which is final and non-final at the same

20 time.

21 JUDGE EILPERINa Do you disagree with the way

22 Mr. Dennison has interpreted the Licensing Board's

23 decision?

(]) 24 MR. BARTH Ra the r than --

25 JUDGE EILPERINa As I recollect, his
!
!
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(~h 1 interpretation was he gets a hearing as a matter of ;V
2 right on school evacuation issues; and those matters

t

| 3 which are subject to a. matter of license condition he

4 has to make some sort of a showing before he can get a

5 further hearing.

6 HR. BARTH: Rather than discussing Mr.

7 Dennison 's position, because I did not take notes on it,

8 Your Honor --

9 JUDGE EILPERIN4 I just tried to summarize it,

10 so you can respond to the question.

11 (Laughter.)
.

12 MR. BARTHs I think he gets a hearing under

13 the terms of the order as a matter of right on the

14 20-some school contentions which were left hanging. I

15 think he gets no hearing on any other matters as a

16 matter of right. It was discussed at the licensing

17 hearing below on the second-to-the-last day, and made

18 clear that should some matter change which is important,

19 ve can alvsys come in, an Intervenor can make a showing

20 of due cause, and the other four conditions which were

21 first set forth in West Valley which were codified in

22 the regulations on reopening.
;

23 I would lika to maka since T am up hara,

, ([ 24 although voluntarily, two other very small points. The

i
i 25 Applicant's Exception Number 4 is to the Licensing

O
!
!
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1 Board 's requirement that as a matter of law, evacuation

2 of all schools was simultaneously required. This is not

3 a new issue at all. We find in our review that as a
O

4 matter of law, there is absolutely no requirement in

5 50.47, especially the planning standards of (d)(2), for

6 this kind of simultaneous. evacuation.

7 Now, if,ve would switch terms for a place, I

8 am certain you would says That is fine, Mr. Barth, now

9 what do the facts show, since we have the law. No

10 factual scenario was set forth below which would require

11 simultaneous evacuation as a matter of fact. I think

12 that as you have pointed out before, that in the absence

13 of some kind of factual scenario, credible factual

14 scenario, you do not have a matter which you can really

15 litigate. I refer you to Cleveland Electrig, 15 NRC

16 1105, your ALAB 675. I do think that applies. There

17 was no factual scenario by any expert which would show

18 you need simultaneous evacuation as a matter of fact.

19 There is no legal requirement for simultaneous

20 evacuation. We felt that the Licensing Board was in

21 error on this matter.
.

22 In rebuttal, I would like to clear up one

23 small thina.

24 JUDGE WILBER: Excuse me. On tha t, I thought

25 I heard earlier that one of these schools was five miles

O
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1 away from the plant, and another was 6.8 miles away from{
2 the plant, and the plume was traveling at something like

3- ten miles per hour. So that gives you 1.8 divided by

O 4 ten or, I am sorry, the reciprocal of that, for time

5 out. What is simultaneous to you? We are talking just

6 a few minutes here anyway, aren't we?

7 HB. BABTH Sir, I was addressing Exception

8 Number 4, which is the simultaneous evacuation of all

9 schools in the 314 square mile plume evacuation area.

10 Now you have brought up New Richmond, which was the

11 Applicant's Exception Number 5. Again, there is no

12 legal requirement to evacuate those schools

13 simultaneously, assuming by simultaneously you mean

() 14 " start all a t once. " Obviously, you can't do it all at

15 once. That is sn impossibility. The schools are

16 reasonably close together and are within a 22 and a half

17 degree vector of the plant. There is no question that

18 you would have to plan for the evacuation of those

19 schools.
!

20 The testimony below by Mr. Williams of the

21 Ohio State Nuclear Planning Office says that segmental

22 evacuation will take place as well as can be done.

23 Again, T assuma under your fi7urce -- I haIC not checked

(} 24 the meteorology -- there is no question you are going to

25 have to evacuate very close to the same time to

O
I
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l
. . f'T 1 commencing it.
| %-)

| 2 In my remaining seconds, I would also like to
1

3 point out, Your Honor,.that on July 23, 1980 in a

O
4 transcript of the Commission hearing on Page 35, Mr.

5 Hendrie, who was a Commissioner, sta ted tha tz What you

6 are to do is to take whatever means are practical under

7 the circumstances, which very clearly avoids this

8 predetermined simultaneity.

9 In response to your question, Hr. Eilperin,

10 earlier to Mr. Dennison, there was a statement that

11 there were no times set forth for the evacuation of the

12 New Richmond schools. I would point out that at Page
|

13 3.4 of the evacuation time study, which is part of the

( 14 four county plans and two state plans, it sets forth the

15 evacuation times for the 22 and a half degree sector

16 starting at Zimmer and moving out to the edge of the

17 plume area, and that encompasses the New Richmond school

18 areas.

19 Under general population, they have a time

20 evacuation of 2.9 hours as a best estimate and 3.2 hours
21 for the special institutions. In this case, the schoolsi

i

| 22 were not broken out as versus the nursing home, a power

23 plant, and two small =cnufacturing pisnts. But the

() 24 special institutions were calculated to be able to be

| 25 evacuated in 3.2 hours under best estimates, and under

O
l
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|

l
'

1,/ } worst estimates such.as bad weather 3.5 hours.

2 JUDGE EILPERIN: You are saying schools were

3 considered to be a part of the special institutions, and

O' 4 there is evidence in the record that those schools can

5 be evacuated in the worst case in under four hours?

6 3R. BARTH Yes, Your Honor. For that, I

7 ref er you to the evacuation time study which was set

8 forth in all of the county plans and which is part of

9 the record on Pages 3-4 and 3-5.

10 JUDGE EILPERIN: Did the study go into the

11 subject of how bus drivers would be informed of wha t

12 they were expected to do?

13 MR. BARTH I do not recall the methodology

O(_/ 14 being set forth in that detail in the Stone and Webster

15 study. That is just a recollection. I would have to

16 review the record itself, but I do not believe that the

17 Stone and Webster study sets forth that kind of detail

18 as to how this was made.

19 With regard to New Richmond, I would like to

20 point out again as Mr. Wilber has pointed out, these are
|

21 five and six miles f rom the plant. You can walk out of

22 this thiro in less than three and a half hours.'

23 So, there in a quc= tion that it wculd even

() 24 take this long in terms of practical reality.

25 I have no further rebuttal, Your Honor. If

C:) |
|
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..

1 you have any questions I would be pleased to answer

2 them.-

t 3 JUDGE ROSENTHALs Thank you, Mr. Barth.
! O 4 MR. BARTH: Thank you, Your Honor.'

,

5 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: Mr. Wetterhahn?
.

'

8 REBUTTAL ARGUMENT BY MARK J. WETTERHAHN, ESQ.

7 ON BEHALF OF APPLICANTS CGCE, ET AL.

8 MR. WETTERHAHNs A number of points raised by

9 the Intervenors have been already rebutted by Mr.
*

10 Barth. I would add to Mr. Eilperin's question, Mr.
;

11 Eilperin, I believe you said in the worst case 5.t would
.

12 take 3.2 hours, or whatever the time is. I don't think

13 that is a true statement and I don't want the record to
.

O 24 ref1.ct that.

i 15 In a certain case under certain specified

16 conditions it will take that period of time. There are

17 other estimates for adverse weather that take additional
18 time, but they are not the worst case as far as the time

P

19 for evacuation.

!
20 Reference was made to the guidance on '

!

21 initiation and duration of release found in NUREG-0654 ;

| 22 as something starting at .5 hours to one day, the time

23 of ralease to duration. First Of all, you can't combine
t

(
24 these. There is nothing in here that says that a

25 release tha t starts at .5 hours is going to have a

O
s
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1.{ } substantial part of the plume immediately leave the

2 plant. The travel time is not necessarily in

3 combination with -- the .5 hours for travel time is notO
~ 4 necessarily the same accident as the time f rom

5 initiating event to start of atmospheric release.

6 JUDGE EILPERIN: Don't you think those numbers

7 have anything to do with the question of timeliness of

8 evacuation?
,

9 MR. WETTERHAHN Absolutely not.

10 JUDGE EILPERIN: Why not?

11 MR. WETTERHAHNa They are generalizations.

12 And as I said before, the specific decisions are made as

13 a result of the planner, or really the word is

() 14 "implementer" saying this is the situation as it

15 exists. I take my evacuation time input. I know the
.

16 exact meteorological conditions. I know and I have

17 determined what is the correct action.
18 JUDGE ROSENTHAL I understand that, but that

19 does not respond to my problem. My problem is that

20 these plans are being judged in advance of the event.

21 Now, I am perfectly certain that from event to event,

22 the decisions that are made by the planners with respect

M to, nna, whether evacuation 1: necec=ary, and two, if

(} 24 so, if it has to take place in one, two, three, four,

25 five, or whatever hours, will differ.

O
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{}
1' When we are looking at a plan in advance of

2 any of that, what I as still trying to get at is, what

3 is the benchmark in terms of evacuability that governs

O
4 the adequacy of the plan. You keep telling me there is

5 none. If there is none, then I am tellino you that this
'

6 whole exercise of the Licensing Board passing; judgment

7 on the adequacy of a plan and its implementability is

8 just one sham.

9 ER. WETTERHAHN That is not the case.

10 JUDGE ROSENTHAL You haven't persuaded me it ,

11 is not the case.
.,

.

12 MR. WETTERHAHN Again, the concept is a
,

13 dif ficult one. That is, not whether evacuation per se

() 14 is appropriate in a certain period of time under a '

15 certain set of circumstances. Certainly, we have looked ;

|

16 at and the record is replete with discussions about two

17 sets of circumstances. The planning standard, and the

18 question is, are there appropriate protective actions

19 which can be taken. In some cases, evacuation is not an i

!

20 appropriate protective action. Okay?
,

,

i |
21 Is the input there for the planne r? Are the

'

22 resources there? Is everything there for the person |
l

23 making that decision at the time of an accident? I '

(]) 24 believe that is what the Licensing Board must find, not

25 tha t specifically eight hours is good or eight hours is

O
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1 not good. I don 't think you can do th a t.
{}

2 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: I didn't think it was
1

l 3 whether eight hours was good or eight hours was not

()
4 good. It was whether the plan allowed for evacuation

"

5 within a specific period of time should evacuation

6 within that particular period of time be necessary.

7 NR. WETTERHAHNa I believe the evacuation time

8 study gives a very good idea both for special facilities

9 and the general public as f ar as what time the

*
10 evacuation timo is capable of being implemented.

11 JUDGE EILPERIN: But Mr. Dennison did at least

12 point out that 50.47 (d ) (6 ) does talk in terms of prompt

13 communications among principal response organizations,

() 14 to emergency personnel, and to the public. So at least

15 insofar as notifying bus drivers who would be emergency

16 personnel, you have some regulatory standard that you

17 have to be able to do that promptly.

18 HR. WETTERHAHNa Certainly, and we believe

19 that the system by telephone and as supplemented by the
1

20 emergency broadcast system and the prompt notification

21 providas tha t notifica tion. I was going to go back to

22 that point, but let me make it right now. I don't think

73 that planning standa rd raqui ras, a s all aged by Mr.

() 24 Dennison, requires two-way communication. I believe it

25 is notification.

O
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/~T 1 JUDGE EILPERINs It talks about prompt
V

2 communication"s."

|
3 MR. WETTERHAHNa Communication, it says to 1.

O!
4 emergency workers and to the public.

5 JUDGE EILPERINs It says among the principal

6 response organizations.

7 MR. WETTERHAHNs Again, that was never at

8 issue, but the Applicant has supplied in this case a

9 microwave system and a most sophisticated communication

10 among organizations, but it- says to the emergency

11 workers and to the public. If that is to be given any

| 12 meaning, I believe it is " notification to" which allows

13 that emergency response worker to proceed and carry cut ,

14 his responsibility.

15 JUDGE EILPERINs Sometimes a person might have

16 a question they might want to ask, and if it is not
|

17 two-way, tha t might cause problems.

18 MR. WETTERHAHN Certainly, but my reading is

19 that there has never been a requirement by any Licensing

20 Board or I have not seen any decision which has

i 21 interpreted that every emergency worker, whether his

22 responsibilities are significant or insignificant, must

23 have two-esy communication: with any individual, and I

24 don't believe that is required under 06584.

25 I would ask that you look at the

O
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/'] 1 implementation of the planning standard. Certainly if
%J

2 the Commission wanted to make clear that that is

3 required, it would have done so in 0654, and 065u does

O 4 not require that.

5 JUDGE ROSENTHAL Let me ask you the question

6 I asked of your adversaries. Does either the plan or

7 the record reflect a commitment on the part of each

8 organization that has a responsibility in carrying out

9 the overall plan? And if there is not a commitment

10 either in the plan or in the existing record from each

11 of those organizations, is such a commitment r.aquired?

12 MR. WETTERHAHNa It may be required to

13 finalize the plan and obtain FEMA approval. However, I

() 14 do no t think tha t the piece of paper itself need be in

15 the record for the Licensing Board to make its finding

16 on contested issues.

17 JUDGE ROSENTHALa How does the Licensing Board

18 make a finding that a plan is capable of implementation

19 if it has no way of knowing whether particular critical

20 parts of the overall puzzle are committed to doing what
|

21 the plan calls for? Because if there is not that kind

22 of commitment, then you just have a nice theory that X

?? vill do this and Y will do that, without ha ving any way

(} 24 of knowing whether those organizations will in fact

25 commit themselves to do it.

O
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(N 1 MR. WETTERHAHNa Certainly you are correct,
'V

2 but the, Board is entitled to rely on all testimony
;

3 before it. L'et me give a concrete example.
.

O 4 . JUDGE ROSENTHAL: Well, was there testimony

5 they would have a commitment? If you had somebody,

i

6 testifying for some organization, did he have the

! 7 authority to commit that organization, and did he in
|

8 fact commit it in his testimony?

9 HR. WETTERHAHN I believe that all of the

10 elements are there that are necessary to find that a

11 complete emergency plan exists and that it can be

12 implemented. Let me give an example.

13 JUDGE ROSENTHAL That is not responsive to my

() 14 question. My question was whether there was testimony

15 on behalf of all of the organizations that have a part
.

16 of this plan and whether t'. tat testimony included a

17 commitment on the part of somebody who was authorized to

18 make such a commitment on behalf of the organization in

19 question. That was a very specific direct question
;

20 dealing with the content of this record. The answer is
,

21 either "yes" or "no."

22 MR. WETTERHANNs The answer is yes. I believe

23 that if ona looks at *he piens, looks et the .

(} 24 attachments, and looks at who reviewed it and how it was

25 reviewed, one can find that all of the elements are

O
!
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1 there.

2 JUDGE ROSENTHALs Can we find a commitment as

3 to'each element in this record?

O 4 MR. 7ETTERHAHN I believe that the submission

| 5 of the plan as reviewed by certain individuals reflects

6 a commitment to do it. Now, of course, if the plan is

7 not being implemented correctly, there are procedures

8 under the NRC regula tions which can rectify it.

9 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: I understand that. I am

10 just dealing with the question as to whether these

11 organizations committed themselves.

12 MR. WETTERHAHNs I believe they have.

13 JUDGE ROSENTHAL: And that is on the record?

() 14 MR. WETTERHAHNs I believe the record is clear

15 in most respects. If a letter has to be submitted that

18 says Claremont Northeastern School District outside the

17 plume EPZ has stated it will provide buses, but if a

18 letter is necessary to be in the record or to be in the

19 plan, attached to the plan, that can be provided.

20 JUDGE ROSENTHALs That was my question. Do

21 you think it is necessary? That a Licensing Board can
I

I 22 make a finding that the plan was capable of

23 implementation without havino hafore it m!ch a

}' 24 commitment?

25 MR. WETTERHAHN Yes, based upon in this case

O
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1 the testimony of the local official that had met with.

2 the school Board and said yes they have agreed to it.

3 JUDGE HOSENTHAL: Your time has expired, but I

O 4 will give you one minute though if you have some final

5 words of wisdom for us.

6 MR. WETTERHAHN4 Yes. I just don't want it to

7 be left unsaid before this Panel and those in attendance

8 - in the room that I would like to make a comment about--

9 the commitment of the Applicant, Cincinnati Gas and

10 Electric Company, to do all that is necessary to assure

11 that effective emergency planning is accomplished for

12 this plant.

13 The company must proceed f rom an understanding

() 14 of what is required from the NRC regulations, and what

15 is required under these regulations and the criteria in
,

16 order to assist it in formulating its own plan and as

17 has occurred here, in assisting the jurisdictions in

18 formulating their plan.

19 We have worked, the Applicants have worked

20 with the local jurisdictions. What we are asking this

21 Appeal Board here is to define and to try to flesh out

22 wha t the Licensing Board meant or left unsaid in its
I i

23 iDitial decision 9 bout what a re the requirer.ent=. If I

24 there is a deficiency and the Appeal Board finds that{}
25 there is a deficiency, what must be done to correct that

|ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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L

(~ 1 deficiency? This Applicant has done -- when it knows.v}|

2 that something needed to be done, it has gone the whole

3 nine yards, so to speak, in order to assure that this

O
4 emergency plan --

5 JUDGE EILPERIN: It's not a first down --

6 (Laughter.)

7 JUDGE ELPERIN: I thought you had gone at--

8 least ten yards.

9 (Laughter.)

*

10 MR. WETTERHAHNs Thank you.

11 It has thrown for the touchdown in such areas

12 as communica tions equipment, radiological equipment,

13 equipment too nume.;ous to mention. What it requires is

( 14 a deterdination, a clear determination of what are the

15 NRC requirements and it will proceed from that as a

16 basis.

17 JUDGE EILPERIN: Let me ask one last

18 question. What do you make of the menos that came to

19 our attention indicating that FEMA still has problems

20 with the standard operating procedures that are being

21 developed by this touchdown?

22 MR. WETTERHAHNs From my observations, and it

22 ic que tion of this Licensing Board made a decision,

| () 24 and it is unclear to a number of the jurisdictions, and
;

,

' 25 even FEMA, who is in charge. Is FEMA in charge? Are !

l
|

0
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1 these now requirements upon FEMA? Must FEMA enforce the

2 NRC requirements? I believe it is confusion, more than

3 a finding of inadequacy with ar7 of the Applicant's
.

(O |d 4 SOP's.

5 I believe when this Appeal Board decides and '

6 corrects the errors which we perceive, I think all these

7 problems will go away, and we will see the resolution of

8 the emergency plans. I guess now it is the Appeal

9 Board's turn.

10 JUDGE POSENTHAL: Thank you, Mr. Wetterhahn.

11 On behalf of the entire Board, I wish to thank

12 counsel for all parties for their helpful presentations,

13 although I do not think I could add in honesty they have

O '4 ee our t * r e ter-

15 On that note, the appeal of the Applicants

16 will stand submitted.

17 (Whereupon, at 12:55 p.m., the appeal of the

18 Applicants was submitted.)

19 * * *

20

21

22

23

24

25

O
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